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ABSTRACT 

The following study is an attempt to design a minimum-time digital 

position controller. 

The. investigation of the theoretical problem of the minimum time 

position control leads to a survey of stepping motors, which seem to 

provide a natural solution to the problem. However the pennanentic d.c. 

motor is shown to be more suitable. Approximate switching characteristics 

are derived from the mathematical models chosen. 

Quantizing the shaft position, a digital controller is practically 

implemented and the experimental results confirm the theory. 

To scl ve the trickic:;t problsm of msasu::ring th.:: veioci i..y uf the 

shaft, a new concept of digital tachometer is derived and implemented. 

Providing a very high precision and resolution, the new tachometer proved 

itself much better than any other instrument available now, and its direct 

application to the controller simplifies the latter and improves it 

considerably. 
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NOTATIONS USED 

EM electromagnetic 

PM permanentic (permanent magnet excitation field) 

E 

u 

i 

I 

o=E-U 

£ 

>. ,>. m r 

R 

L 

speed in rd/s 

no-load voltage 

armature voltage under load conditions 

field excitation current 

armature current 

total voltage drop within the machine 

armature reaction 

electromagnetic motor torque and resistive torque transferred 

on the rotor shaft 

armature resistance (include inter-poles if that is the case) 

armature equivalent inductance seen from the input of the 

machine 

a,b friction coefficients 

J moment of inertia 

All results are given in the ~iKSA system of units • 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the Time-Optimal Position Control Problem 

The control of the angular position of a shaft is quite an old, 

yet important, problem .and has been solved in many ways. The problem gets 

a little more involved if it is required that a given change in the 

angular position be obtained in minimum time. 

If the angular displacement, angular velocity and armature 

current are chosen for state variable rep~esentation of an electrical 

motor having a constant excitation field, as often used in servomechanisms, 

the following definitions can be written. 

x1 (t) = e(t) angular displacement 

de = dt = O(t) angular velocity (1-1) 

x3 (t) = I (t) armature current 

Any electrical motor can be described by two basic equations. 

The electrical equation expressed at the level of the armature voltage 

can be stated as 

Armature 
Voltage applied = 

counter e. m. f. 
generated + 

Joule Volt. 
drops + 

Inductive 
e.ru.f. 

From the basic conservation of energy, a mechanical equat:ion 

relating the different torques developed on the shaft can be written as 

• 
1 

(1-2) 



Electrical Torque 
produced on the = 

shaft 

Frictional 
torque + 

Inertia 
+ Torque 

Load 
Torque (1-3) 

These sets of equations permit one to describe the system and cgn also 

be used to determine the control law. 

The optimum control to obtain minimum time will be achieved by 

varying the developed torque in a bang-bang manner 11 thus requiring step 

changes in the armature or field current (the other current being held 

constant in the conventional mode of operating of a d.c. servomotor). 

In practice. such changes are ruled out due to the inevitable 

presence of inductance. Further complications are introduced due to 

non-linearities of inductance and resistance. and the effect of dead-zone 

cal~ed by static friction. 

Therefore, it may be said that a practical solution of the 

minimum-time control problem is still unavailable. 

1.2 Some Problems in Imolementation 

The position control problem has been v~ry widely used, and one 

can say that almost any control system has somel';here a minor-loop 

realizing positioning. The general implementation is realized by 

2 

monitoring the angular velocity with analogue tachometers, aqd the angular 

position by a multiturn potentiometer giving an snalogue voltage measuring 

the position. This volt~ge is compa1·ed to the desired position analog'..te 

voltage, hence generating an error function called "distance from the 

targetu, to be minimized and brought to zero. 

This closed-loop control is ve:t·y well knol\'Tt and its imple:!lentatiDn 



.. 

is versatile. Such factors as damping, inertia, overshoots etc., have 

to be considered, and a proper choice of gain and feedback can improve 

considerably the time-response. Unfortunately, the true minimum-time 

response cannot be achieved because the switching characteristics 

previously discussed are unknown. 

1. 3 Industrial ApPlications 

The continuous analogue servomechanism is widely used and 

quite well known. Unfortunately, even for complete packaged servos, 

long, precise empirical adjustments have to be made, and the analogue 

signals are often very noisy and of relatively poor accuracy and 

resolution. Furthermore, the constant development of digital 

instrumentation, the use of direct computer drive, and the evolution of 

the discrete control system theory, along with cheap digital logic 

components lead to a desire of direct digital servomechanisms. 

3 

In many applications, for example, a machine tool, the dead-time 

when the machine cannot be used for effective production occurs during 

the changes of position. In another fiell , computer science, the speed 

of access to outside units, tapes or other recorders and printers is 

limited. Those peripherical units are very slow compared to computer 

speeds, and each of them is a position servo. Therefore, the minimum

time position problem is very much desired and multiplies considerably 

the possibilities of a computer. Moreover, if the control can be digital, 

no analogue interface is needed, the computer can control the servo 

directly. 
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Hence, in many applications the minimum time problem is encountered, 

often together with heavy loads, and the choice of direct digital control 

has become increasingly popular. 

1.4 Outline of the Thesis 

Chapter II gives a survey and analysis of steppers in control 

application. Thes·~ devices seem to suit particularly the position control 

problem, and the m:Lnimum-time control is discussed on a specific example. 

In Chapter III the perrnanentic d.c. motor is shown to be much 

more suitable for very fast responses and ban.g-bang control. The 

investigation of the minimum-time position problem, using exact 

mathematical models, leads to a set of practical switching characteristics, 

which, although resulting from an approximation, give very good practical 

solutions, and are general for any d.c. motor. 

Chapter IV describes a general design method for determining a 

bang-bang position controller using the switching curves previously 

derived. A quantization of the switching curve leads to a direct digital 

control. 

Chapter V p:resents experimental set ups ~-n.d results, followed by 

discussions and cridcisms of the design leading to the need of a digital 

instrument measurinn the angular V{;locity. 

Chapter VI ~;urveys the existing digital methods to determine 

angular velocities ~md shows ho\v inadequate these devices are for the 

minimum-time positicn problem. 

Therefore, a new idea is proposed and an entirely new concept is 



developed for measuring rotating shaft velocities. The principle of 

the instrument is developed. 

Chapter VII presents the effective design and implementation 

of the '~igh precision digital tachometer" previously derived, together 

with experimental results and possible applications. 

Finally, Chapter VIII shows how this new digital tachometer fits 

perfectly the minimum-time position control problem and that the 

performances expected are very close to the theoretical minimum-time, 

with a possible extension to on-line identification in the case of 

variable load parameters. 

s 



CHAPTER II 

STEPPERS IN CONTROL APPLICATIONS 

2.1 Historical Background 

The idea of mechanically stepping in angles goes as far back as 

the clock escapement. However, the first known electrical step motors 

were used in the Royal Navy in the 1930's for a remote positioning 

system for transmitting shaft rotations. The step transmitter was a 

simple switch [AlO, 12]. This system was adapted later by the U.S. Navy 

and used widely in World War II. 

During that period rotary solenoids were used for steering 

torpedoes. using a serial pulse train. But at that time the conventional 

continuous closed-loop servosystem had many advantages; size, speed, 

accuracy as well as resolution. MOreover, digital devices and control 

logic for all-digital systems were not yet available. Hence, closed-loop 

continuous servos were predominant in the perio~ of 1944-1957 [Al2]. 

In 1957 only one machine tool application \'las reported using a 

stepping motor of larger size [AI], discussed further on. 

From that time interest has been growing in stepping motors, to 

provide automatic drives compatible with computers and digitally stored 

programs [Al2]. 

In 1960-1961, S.J. Bailey [A2;3,4,5,6] published a series of 

articles describing briefly the interest and appli,ations of steppers. 

A feli attempts have been made to present some oversimplified equations 

• 
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and operations [A7,8,9,11,12]. 

One has to wait till 1965 to see Baty [Al3] and mainly 

Fredriksen [Al4] publishing a thorough study of performance and application 

of a stepping motor. 

Then, in 1968-1969, more precise studies involving steppers 

have been brought to knowledge [A18,19,20,21,22,23,24,25]. The apparent 

simplicity, together with the evolution of the electronic switching 

devices boosted the growing interest in steppers. 

2.2 Classification of Steppers 

Depending on the criteria chose~ steppers can be classified in 

many ways. S.J. Bailey [A3] used 5 different criteria: 

a) two basic types - phase pulsed synchronous and solenoid 

ratchet type 

b) step starting and stopping methods 

c) rotation (uni or bidirectional) 

d) inputs and output acceptance 

e) output torque. 

A brief qualitative description follows and will enable the 

tmderstanding of the basic operation of the two type of steppers. 

2.2.1 Solenoid Ratchet Type [A3] 

A simple stepping device with electromagnetically preloaded 

actuating springs is shown in Figure (2-1). 

The critical elements are the dynamic ones: armature, armature 

• 
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FIG2-l: Simple stepping de ... icc, 
typic;~! ot the solenoid-ratchet type 
:tnd B-its onn~turc tr;l\'el during 
a single step of its output shaft. 
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hinges. bearing, contacts. ratchet \\'heels. pawl and detent. 

The mechanical detenting is chosen to provide accurate positive 

steps and prevent wandering. The detent spring at the top aids the 

armature spring action in the final stage of deceleration while preven

ting overshoot. Using an optimum solenoid force, armature motion is 

reduced to a minimum. 

Armature hinge and bearings must be carefully designed for 

minimum friction. The actuating ratchet wheel enables a one-step 

travel if a current pulse appears, or a repetitive stepping while 

continuous current is applied. 

This particular stepper described is actuated by a 28V - !A 

pulse of 10-15 ms duration. As obviously seen, this stepper is very 

complicated and requires very precise mechanical adjustments. The 

mechanical movements generate very long mechanical time constm1ts and 

hence only very low frequency pulses cru1 drive this stepper. 

2.2.2 Phase Pulsed Synchronous T~ [~6] 

Detenting and holding in the reference position is accomplished 

magnetically. 

The Two-Phase Synchronous Motor 

9 

For simplification, Figure (2-2) shows two phases which 

produce fluxes in quadrature (for a multiple stepper the electrical angle 

is considered). 

Each phase can be excited with positive or negative current. The 

vector flux resultant from a given excitation defines a magnetic axis 
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' I 
I 
! 

Step 3 ./· 

/ 

Control Law 

cw ccw 

A B St A B St 

+ + 1 + + 1 
--

- + 2 + - 4 

- - 3 - - 3 
-· 

+ - 4 - + 2 

TABLE A 

Fig. 2-2 Stepping ~fotor Principle 



called "step". 
+ 

A magnetic moment m placed in this field will tend to align 

itself with it acc<J,rding to Maxwell's minimum flux rule. 

Table A of Figure (2-2) describes the excitation sequence which 

will produce stepping either clockwise (01) or counter clockwise (CCW). 

Usually a synchronous stepping motor has 2n poles on the stator 

(SO to 200 poles) and the rotor consists of 2n permanent magnet 

multipoles. One actuating pulse will cause the shaft to rotate an 

incremental angle of ~ of a turn. 

11 

The two-pha:;e synchronous motor is the most widely used nowadays, 

and therefore it wi:Ll be discussed further on in much greater detail. 

2.3 Comparison of a Continuous Control System with Incremental Servos 

Incremental servos offer many of the advantages of closed-loop 

systems and minimize, some troublesome or critical design problems. 

Figure (2-3) shows the basic control diagrams of the same control 

function using continuous and incremental instrumentation. 

Synthesis of the conventional system involves careful choice of 

several matched components and ultimata empirical adjustments of gain 

and stabilization to an optimum compatible with expected load variations. 

Even a packaged serv') requires final adjustments. 

On the other hand, an incremental servo specified for a certain 

load, torque, input, response time, positioning error, etc.~ can be 

used with a minimum amount of further adjustments. On the block 

diagra1n sho·.m, a one .. to-one correspondence of output shaft position to 



tachometer 

E. 

speed 
control 

1n . .;.__...~ 

Control Switching 
for pulsing or_~
phase operation 

Motor 

Stepper 

Motor 

Gears 

Fig. 2-3 Ancllogy of a continuous feedback control 
and an incremental stepper. 
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input signal results. Physically this resembles the feedback of a 

conventional positioning servo. 

However, the stepping motor does not give a "true" position 

because it does not "measure" the position of its output shaft. If no 

system which keeps track of the past history of the stepping is 

incorporated (for example an up-down counter) the stepping motor 

responds only in a relative position displacement. 

Figure~-4) provides a concise comparison of the two velocity 

servo-types [A2]. 

13 

The outstanding physical distinction is that whereas the velocity 

servo gets its linearity through high loop gain, the incremental servo 

derives its linearity from a carefully designed mechanical, or electrical 

detenting. The inherent stability of a stepper as compared with a 

stepless feedback device is perhaps the most important ftmctional 

distinction. However, this same stability may become a problem under 

certain load conditions as discussed further on. 

2.4 Versatility of Incremental Servos [A4] 

A very brief survey shows here that conventional feedback 

control systems can be successfully replaced by a stepper in some 

applications. 

- Stepping servo: ~~ually a stepping motor replaces the block 

[amplifier-motor-tachometer and gear train] as sho~m on 

Figure (2-3) • 



. 
Fig. 2-4 TABlE I-VELOCITY AND INCREMENTAL SERVOS COMPARED 

CHARACTERISTICS VaOCITY SERVO INCREMENTAL SERVO 

Nature of device Displacement Input, rate output Pulse rate Input, stepping rate output 
-· ~. -·-

Operational effec:t Integration Finite summation (may be analyzed as an integrator under certain conditio' 

Angle or distance of output Time Integral of analog Input , Exactly determined by number of Input pulses 
member h·avel 

·---
Inputs Analog voltage-other Inputs through D/A converter Uniform pulse train ar random positive or negative pulses-analo.a sign' 

through A/D converter 

Velocity feedback Output member rate Not required-may be used for self-stepping or hold gating 

I Stepping linearity does n~t require feedback 
----

Loop gaifl·l!nearity Set high for high linearity 

Stability With position feedback loop, depends on rate damping (non· Not ordinarily a problem when operated open-cycle as a position contr• 
(a! position servo) dissipative), dissipative damping, and/or lead networks when operated closed-cycle, stability is a function of step-to-signal fr 

quency ratio 

ErrC>r With position feedback loop, depends on feedback transducer Depends on accuracy of Individual stepping mechanism within limits 
resolution and linearity, quadrature, noise, stability, etc. designed stepping rate 

Resolution Governed mainly by· fe~dback transducer resolution assuming Depends on built-In step size 
high loop gain 

Response time 50 millist>c, time to achieve maximum error correcting rate In 10-30 millisec, time to complete one step (typical); total time depends c 
typical Instrument servo error size -

Frequency bands Zero to high frequency r~sponse device Relatively low frequency response device 
---.. 
Torque Obtained through reduction geo. train Usually available at output shaft of stepping device 

load variation Develcps driv:ng torque thro:~gh error feedback Has no Influence on motor drive under proper detent conditions 

Digital programming May be adopted w1th D/A Input dev1ce and data encoder on May be commanded directly by computer or tape pulse train 
outp!lt shofl 

Two-mode operutoon Readily adapted Readily adapted-many steppers will slew as well as step 
(s.lew~ng or inching) 

- I Must be fully energized while ·awaiting command Quiescent power Zero power drain while awaiting command 

Uf........,..eliability I Dependent on amplitler, mater tachometer, feedback potent!· Dependent on pawl, ratchet, or other mechanical and electrical els.,ents c 
ometer, and gear train ·----...... a single motor · 

. . ' :k Dependent on cost of aingle torque unit, with or without control trigger 
g - . 



- Proportio,nal control: can be suited for a self-balancing 

pot(<ntiometer. 

- Pulse to analogue conversion: the stepper is actuated by 

a pulse train, and the shaft is connected to a multi

turn potentiometer giving the analogue conversion. 

- Analogue to analogue conversion: the stepper acts as a 

filter to eliminate harmonics, noise, quadrature and 

phru:;e shift (can be used for d.c. to a.c. or a.c. to 

d.c. conversion). 

- Vector addition: both electrical and mechanical solutions 

are offered. This can lead to a function generator 

easily. 

- Error signal storage: the stepper accepts saturation error 

signals, stot·es them, and resubmits them when critical 

servo features are vanished. 

- Pulse summation: two steppers drive a differential multiturn 

potentiometer giving the analogue equivalent of the 

algebraic sum of the two pulse-trains. 

- Remote stepper interlock: when the stepper has completed a 

fuH unit step; it signals the interlocking trigger to 

pulse the other stepper which signals back his completion 
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of its step. This process gives a complete synchroniz(l.tion. 

- Assynchronism detection: any differential voltage betl'Ieen 

two output pots causes one stepper to take an extra step, 

resto1.·ing synchronism (this could only be done digitally) . 

• 



These functions, easily implemented could be used for control 

systoots for pressure transducer calibration, improving response near 

null, altitude hold servo, railroad car sorting, digital differential 

altimeter, weighing station and many other applications [A2]. 

Without goi:ng into details here the performance range where 

stepping motors are used successfully can be illustrated in two examples 

[AS,l2]. 
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In the firs·,~ one an instrument stepper has an accuracy (stepsize) 

of 3 minutes cf arc and can step up to 100 pulses/sec. Hence, the 

maximum rotational :;peed is less than 1 rpm. The output torque is 

very low, ranging fx·om 1 to SO oz -inches. 

At the othe:: extreme, a second example consists of a "power" 

stepping motor, cap<mle of driving a table on a milling machine. It 

could step at 350 steps/sec.~ giving a speed of 175 rpm. The stepsize 

is 3 deg of angle and the output torque culminates at 3000 lb-inches. 

However, the power does not exceed 1/2 HP. No stepping motor, with a 

reasonable price and resolution has been tried above 1 HP range in 

this literature survey, and hence it has been found that, although very 

versatile, the stepping motor has a limited use especially in power 

actuating systems. 

2.5 Advantages and Limitations 

Briefly~ the main adva.t1tages of the incremental servo over 

conventional continuous systems could be discussed as follows [B14]: 

• 



- When properly applied, the stepping motor offers all the 

desirable features of a feedback system, without hunting 

or instability problems. 

- Careful fabrication enables very small errors with relatively 

cle~>r null threshold. 

- Inherent low velocity without gear reduction, and possessing 

clo~.e speed control over a wide range. 

- Low start.ing currents are used. 

- Minimum wear and maintenance is required hence no mechanical 

contact is needed for electromagnetic steppers. 

- Instant and quiet step response is obtained and if the inpt.tt 

pul~;e is well. chosen no skipping of steps occurs. 
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- Power constunption in quiescent periods can be reduced to zero. 

- Use of m1 essentially digital system follows recent trends 

established in control systems. 

H(1."ever, some limitations prevent the stepping motor from being 

the universal solu1:ion for modem control syste~s. These are 

- Low, to very low efficiency. 

- Relative low torques and always small size motors only. 

- Some ty?~S are sensitive to heat (torque can decrease by a 

factor of four!) 

- A fundam~ntal limit is on load inertia. Overshoot, increas~ 

of response time and limit of stepping rate are the main 

inCr)nveniences. 

- Stepping motors are essentially low freq~~ devices. 



- If damping cannot be adjusted, and if a proper size motor is 

not available, a mismatch results in a rough, hammering 

drive, fUrthermore, these matchings are very much load 

sensitive. 
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2.6 Discussion •)f a Specific Application: A Bang-Bang Position Controller 

2.6.1 Desc:ription of the Proposal 

T .R. Fredrilcsen describes an interesting application of the 

closed-loop stepping motor [Al8]. The article presents a near optimal 

time controller, which, with a scheme of discrete-state variable 

instrumentation, opElrates the stepping motor as a digital position servo. 

In fact, as will be seen, only a near time-optimal servomechanism 

is designed based on a second-order transfer function model with a 

rather coarse staircase approximation to the switching curve. 

A Bipolar winding two phase synchronous stepping motors is used. 

Hence, four stator windings A1, ~ - B1, B2 are energizable. Each 

winding has only two states, either completely energized or turned off. 

That means no inversion of current is necessary and only positive pulse 

drive is used, as the two windings of each phase produce opposing fluxes 

in the machine. 

Table C of F:igure (2-5) gives the coi'rect driving sequences for 

the different modes ··:o be applied, ou.t of the 8 unique configurations. 

Each input pulse causes the rotor to lock itself in one of the 

steady-state positions. As a result the motor shaft can be stepped in 

fixed increments. 

II 



Fig. 2-5 

Control 
mode 
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0'/LOW Bl 

CCWLOW Al 

Cl\ll•IED Az 

CCWMED B:z 

STOP Al31 

cw A2Bl 

ccw AlB2 
-

MISPEED AzB2 

Implementation of a bang-bang 
position controller using a 
stepper. 

Rotor Position 

2 3 4 

A2 B2 Al 

BI A? .. Bz 

B2 AI BI 

AI 81 A2 

A2BI A2B2 AlBz 

A282 AlB2 AlB! 

AlBi A2Bl Az82 
- -

AlB2 AlBl AzBl 

Table C 
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The closed~loop stepping motor principle is based on the fact 

that if the type of the steady state position when the motor locked 

itself in at any given time is known, a complete set of unique motor 

actions can be sequenced. Those sequences are well defined and a control, 

based on the knowlodge of the previous state can be designed. 

The step d:Lscriminator is set up for a 1.8 deg. stepping motor 

and feeds pulses to the "last step memory", which applies a zero-order 

hold and converts 1:.he signal into a 2 bits code for logic. The 

translator operation is found from table C and gives the driving functions 

as: 

STO:? = CWLOW + CCWLOW 

cw ·= CWLOW + ca·n.reo 

CCW = CCWLOW + CCWMED 

HISPEED = OOIED + COMO 

Both forward and reverse torques are available by selecting 

and switching the proper inputs, hence, because of its digital nature, 

the plant is inherent to bang-bang control. 

T.R. Fredriksen considers the case of a two dimensional controller 

only. Positional error (distance in steps from the target) snd motor 

velocity are used as control state vectors. 

The relative position is chosen here, that is to say counting the 

steps travelled fzom an initial position corresponding to the last 

position where the shaft has locked in. 

Figure (2-S) describes the experimental plant using a Slo-Syn 

MOdel SS2SO stepping motor, which moves a carriage through a lead 

.. 



screw-drive. The specifications are 512 steps travelled, within 300 ms, 

correction of overshoots are permitted within 30 ms after being detected 

by the new position checker. 

The basic concept and design are following the chart 

SENSE ~ COMPUTE ~ 

t __ 
CONTROL 

J WAIT 

Sense: measuring the state of the system. 

Compute: calculatc;,s the new control from past history, present state, 

and prevailing algorithm. 

Control: setting plant parameters and control inputs. 

Wait: delays due to sharing or processor sampling rates. 

A three-step final trajectory approximation is chosen to build 

the controller, each region of the state space corresponds to a pre

determined control sequence. Some experimental verifications are 

reported by Fredriksen. 

512 steps are reached as 200 ms acceleration time. The 2000 

steps/sec comer is well noted as a "hash-spot'~ and 1000 steps/sec level 

is more distinct (10 ms flat where control oscillates). Then the 

deceleration brings the plant towards a low speed of 200 steps/sec. 

Finally, at the ta.rget step, the motor locks on the final steady state 

position with a c~;,rtain amount of ringing. 

Ignoring the ringing the final stage is reached in 298 ms, while 

the optimum case would be 279 ms. 

21 
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2.6.2 Some Criticisms 

Positive 

(a) It is certainly an elegant way of solving the position control 

problem, with reliable instrumentation and almost no further adjustments 

of the controller once it is b_uilt, hence a checking-loop correcting any 

malfunction is included. 

(b) Exclusively digital instrumentation, allowing very fast 

controller response is used. 

(c) Self-locking in a final steady-state position is realized. 

(d) The checking-loop corrects at low speed control the errors, 

hence, no hunting will occur. 

(e) Bipolar windings allow a better commutation because no 

inversion of current is necessary to produce reverse flux, and further 

more only positive pulsing power control is needed. 

Negative 

(a) 

(b) 

Very sensitive to load. 

Oversized stepping motor has to be used. 

(c) The low efficiency of the inherent functional mode of the 

stepping motor is reduced by the control law which applies reduced 

torques by using only partly the windings. Only 1/2 of the copper is 

used at the best and 1/4 at the worst. 

(d) The controller is only near-time optimal. Maximum accelerations 

and decelerations are not used at all for fear of losing synchronism. A 

compromise is really presented by Fredriksen. 

(e) The system design is based on a pulse control of given frequency. 
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By varying the control law the same pulse frequency is split into 

different speed leyels (10\'1-medi um-high) • This concept gives good 

results for this specific application~ but the more stringent the load 

is, the more the S)'Stem is away from time-optimality. To obtain better 

performances, diff(:rent pulse frequencies ought to be used~ resulting 

in very expensive instrumentation for slight improvement only. 

(f) The near minimum time controller is designed for a maximum of 

512 steps. Any other destination diverges from the time-optimum concept. 

(g) The switching staircase is an experimental curve and does not 

allow generalized applications. 

As a summar:r, this position controller, although elegant in 

implementation is suitable only for the specific application and any 

' 
other use requires a completely new analysis and probably new concepts. 

Fredriksen himself llrrites: "However, the controller can only set up 

a control sequence t.ased on the state of the plant, and thus, the state 

variables must be selected and instrumented before any bang-bang control 

can be implemented". 

lbe example of this controller shows that if a stepping motor is 

utilized in a miuimum time controller, the design is empirical only, 

using an oversized p•Jwer supply, and reaching really a "fast response" 

but so far from miniHtum··tirne performances that it should not even be 

called "near minirnum··tirne". 



2.7 Conclusion 

Although the stepping motor appears .very suitable for position 

control, it is not useful for the minimum-time problem. Ho\'leVeJ., 

the study undertak(:n in this chapter l'Jas of great use because the bang

bang controller del'i ved later is directly inspired from Fredriksen's 

model despite the fact that the stepper actuator has been replaced by 

a permanent magnet excitation direct-current servomotor called 

"pennanentic". 
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CHAPTER I II 

MINIMtJ.f TIME POSITION PROBLBl tf.iiNG A PERMANENTIC D.C. MOTOR 

3.1 Advantages of the Permanentic D.C. Servo Motor [814] 

The principle of the d.c. electric motor has been known for 

almost 150 years, from the origin of the electrical engineering science, 

therefore, designing and manufacturing does not present any problem. 

The only weakness lies in the use of a mechanical commutator bar on the 

rotor and the existance of brushes. However, the present designs are 

near optimtml. 

A permanentic d.c. motor can be called a.very efficient 

mechanical energy converter. The excitation flux is provided by 

permanent magnets of high quality, and the existing materials like 

Alnico IV for example, allow a very good stabilization of the magnetic 

circuit (either open-circuit or short-circuit, whichever is needed). 

The B-H curves of those alloys are of rectangular shape and allow a 

lot of energy to be stored. The shaping of the poles help the brush 

commutation and also lower the leakage factor. 

The efficiency of the copper windings in a d.c. machine depends 

on the number of slots and the number of conductors per slot. Nowadays 

a nea:r. optimwn is y·eached in the design of windings. 

1bese desi~1 considerations lead to permanentic doc. motors 

of 10 HP, on the other hand no synchronous stepping motor has been 

pt'oduced em an eC":onomical and reliable basis over 3/4 HP. 

25 
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The torque characteristics of a d.c. motor are interesting. In 

a good approximation the torque produced in a pennanentic d. c. motor is 

proportional to th1~ armature current (Bl2,13], thus a smooth acceleration 

and deceleration response results. The steady state speed is smooth, 

provided rotor inel~tia is not too low. 

In most ca!;es no oscillations occur because the damping 

coefficient is cho~;en to make the system slightly overdamped. With a 

rigourously constant step voltage, maximum acceleration is produced 

very simply. A loa.d variation on the shaft affects only the steady

state speed. All these features seem to adapt perfectly to the bang

bang control procedure. 

A single power drive source, able to proyide sufficient peak 

current for starting can be used. By construction a permanentic 

d.c. motor can withstand step voltage starting without any additional 

series resistors added to the armature circuit limiting the starting 

current. This feature is predominant and makes the permanentic d.c. 

motor preferable to any other motor in control ~oops where starting 

strains are often Nquired. 

As a result the permanentic motor is more suitable for medium 

power control, and particularly for controls requiring high accelerations 

and torques. Its rt~lative sturdiness makes it attractive for such 

applications. 

• 
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3.2 Mathematical Representation of the Permanentic Motor 

In a previous work [810) very precise mathematical models for 

d.c. motors have been derived. 

A recent publication [811] summarized the methods of measuring 

the main parameters of a d. c. _machine in a dynamic behaviour, and in 

further publications [812,13] the mathematical models obtained for 

d.c. motors are analyzed and compared with experimental results. 

The following work has been based on those mathematical models 

and represents an application for their use. 

The general results are summarized in the next equations and 

provide a precisemodel for the permanentic servo motor. 

Differential equations describing the system are 

Um(t) = KO(t) + R(I) x I + L(I) ~- &(I,i) 

} (3-1) 
KI aSl(t) + b + 

dO 
'-r(t) = J crt+ 

In general R and L are functions of the armature current as 

presented in [810,11]. 

If the second-order mathematical approximation is used (3-1) 

becomes 

U(t) = KO + RI + L di dt 

dO 
KI = aO + b + J dt 

} 
where K, R, L, a, b, J are constants for a given load. 

(3-2) 
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It has to be noted that equation (3-2) is valid only for 

lrl > b/K if f2=0, and the armature current I must exceed b/K in order 

to overcome the static friction torque b. 

3.3 Investigation of the Minimum Time Problem 

The three state variables chosen, being the angular displacement 

e(t), the angular velocity f2{t) and the armature current I(t) as 

defined by equation (1-1), the equations (3-2) can be rewritten in 

matrix notation as 

0 1 0 0 

0 a K b 
(3-3) X = - J J X ~ - J -

0 K R u -z.- -z.- I~ . 

It is required to find the control law U*(t) which will transfer 

the state f1"0m 

to the final state 

= 

0 

~(0) = 0 

b 
K 

tmspecified 

in minimum time, subject to the constraint 

(3-4) 

(3-5) 

(3-6) 
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which may be regar-ded as the constraint introduced by a constant voltage 

power supply. 

The minimum-time problem ~ay be considered as the minimization 

of the integral cost function 

tf 

I~ : J 
0 

dt 

If PontryaJ~in' s lvlinimum Principle is used to determine the 

(3-7) 

optimal control latr [C4], the Hamiltonian for the system is obtained as 

(3-8) 

where J.1, A2 , A3 are the adjoint or co-state variables which are the 

solutions of the following differential equations [C4): 

0 0 0 
0 

K 
}. -1 a A (3-9) = J L 

0 
K R 

- J L 

According t" Pontryagin's Minimum Princ~ple the optimal control 

la\i is obtained by ,;djusting U(t) to minimize H. It follows from (3-7) 

that this optimal le..w is given by 

U* = -u
0 

sgn (>.3) (3-10) 

Thus, as expected intuitively, a bang-ba.11g control la\" is 

obtained. To deteroine the switching instants, however, >. 3 (t) must be 

calculated. The sol11tion of the differential equations (3-9) is quite 

involved since the initial conditions of L 's are not knmm, they must 
~ 

be such that the final conditions on the x. 's mest be sa.tisfied. 
1 



Further complication is introduced by the fact that the final 

time tf is not kno~1, and must be obtained from the equation 
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(3-11) 

Moreover, when u0 is replaced by -u0, the machine starts working 

as a generator rather than a motor, which changes even the basic 

equations (3-4) and tangles up the problem further. 

Considering these difficulties, it is seen that this method 

should be abandonned. It should just be considered for demonstrating 

theoretically the bang-bang nature of the control law for minimum-time 

response. 

3.4 Study of the Acceleration Curve 

3.4.1 Non-linear ~bdelling 

The acceleration curve is the part of the trajectory obtained 

when a positive step-voltage, u
0

, is applied to the PM motor. Initially 

starting from zero~ the current rises in near-exponential manner, typical 

of an R-L circuit. When the value i=b/K is reached, acceleration is 

applied to the rotor as described by equations (3-1). 

The "stalling" condition has a duration of ts given by the 

solution of the differential equation derived from (3-1) as 

U0 = R(I) x I + L(I) :~ 

S2(t) = 0 } (3-12) 

This nonlinear differential equation can be integrated using the 

4th order Runge-Kutta numerical integration method [C2] with Gill's 

modification [C3). 

• 



3. 4. 2 Second-order Linear Modelling 

The ..piecewise- linear modelling is chosen here. The loading 

torque Ar(t) is set as a linear function of speed, and the no-loa~ 

resistance is taken as a constant for R and the no-load armature 

inductance is chosen as a constant for L. The load torque, therefore, 

can be included in the terms a and b of the friction coefficients of 

equation (3-2) which are valid only for III > b/K when n=O. 

The "stalling" condition gives immediately from t=O to ts 
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} (3-13) 

The usual g:ross linear approach is chosen here to solve (3-2). 

If s is the symbol used for the Laplace Transform variable, equations 

(3-2) are transformed into 

n(s) x K + I(s)[R + Ls] = L 10 + U(s) 

b n(s) x (a + Js) - K I(s) = J n0 --
The determinant of the system is 

DET = JLs
2 

+ s(RJ + aL) + aR + K
2 

and the poles are found to be 

s 
} (3-14) 

(3-15) 

(3-16) 

Jf the motor starts at t=t
5

, when n0=o and I 0=b/K transforming to the 

variable t'=t-t j the solution of (3=14) is found s 

• 



I(s) 

where 

1 
-+ s 

-s· + 2A 

(s+A) 2 
+ w 

UK- bR 
steady state speed n f = K2 

aR + 

s .s • current I 
_ bK + aU 

f-
aR+ K

2 

1 R a 
A= - [- + -] 2 L J 

2 
W = aR + K _ A2 

JL 

ab u 
B = (JK + L) - 2A If 
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(3-17) 

(3-18) 

(3-19-1) 

(3-19-2) 

(3-19-3) 

(3-19-4) 

(3-19-5) 

In most cases over damping is chosen in the design parameters of 

a PM motor, and hence W < 0. 

Equations (3-17) and (3-18) have inverse Laplace t rro1s forms 

written as r . s t' s1 s 2t] n(t') = 0 1 + 
2 1 

e + ---e 
f s1-s2 s2-sl } (3-20) 

. B-s1 If s 1t• B-s 2 If s t' 2 
I(t')=If+ e - e 

sl-s2 scs2 

\'lith s 
1 

and s 2 defined by (3-17) and reHritten also as 

51 = -A + r-w } (3-19-6) 
52 = -A- r-w 



The speed and current characteristics during the acceleration 

are shown in Figure (3-1) and (3-2) comparing the solutions in the time 

domain of the ideal solution and the piecewise linear solution derived 

above. As seen on Figure (3-2), the current characteristics are very 

much different for the accurate model describing the system with at 

least a precision of 1% and the linear one. In the case of the speed 

characteristic Figure (3-1) shows quite a difference in the transient 

part, and unfortunately the bang-bang problem is involved precisely 

with the transient part. At a first glance it seems that for a 

general study one cannot use any simplified model. 

However, the minimum-time problem deals with a trajectory 

represented in phase plane speed versus angular displacement. 

It has to be noted that with the piecewise linear model the 

phase plane trajectory during the acceleration depends only on three 

auxilliary coefficients · 

a = ls11 
J1 = ls21 

and nf as defined by (3-19-1). 

From equations (3-20) using the new notation, the phase plane 

trajectory is defined by the two parametric equations 

O(t 1) 
J1 -at 1 a -pt 1 

= of (1 - jj:'(j" e ) + p:a e 
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(3-21) 

( ) a+J.l 11 -at ' a -J.lt 1 

a t
1 = nf t

1 
+ _a_p ____ + a(J.l-a) e - J.l(J.l-a) e 
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Figure (3-3) compares the exact model trajectory and the linear 

approximation solution given by (3-21). It can be seen that this would 

be a fairly good representation to work on provided one crosschecks the 

results from time 1:o time to be sure that further errors do not drive 

approximate solutions too far from the exact one. 

One should point out that an on-line parameter estimation 

during acceleration can give the auxilliary parameters a, ~. nf without 

measuring separately the load parameters a, b, J. 

3.5 Study of the DeceleratiQn Curve with Electrical Braking 

36 

In the preliminary study of the bang-bang nature of the problem, 

equations (3-11) were assumed to be representative of the system. 

Unfortunately, when reverse voltage is applied to the armature, the 

rotor has been accelerated and the machine stops behaving as a motor, 

but rather as a gen~~rator. 

Figure (3-4) depicts the system when reverse voltage braking 

is applied. 

The rotor has stored a kinetic energy which is a function of 

the speed at which switching is performed. ThereforeJ the machine 

becomes a generator delivering an e.m.f. function of speed which adds 

its effect to the atmature voltage. 

The current has to change sense and produces an antagonist 

torque realizing a heavy electrical braking. 

The differential equations governing the system are written as 

dl 
-U = Kn - RI - L dt 

dn -KI = aQ + b + J dt } (3-22) 
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It can be noted that if one calls I = -I (bearing in mind that 

physically the current has changed sense) equations (3-21) are identical 

to (3-13) provided K is changed into -K. This notational trick helps 

when using the equations either in numerical analysis or physical 

analogue simulation, since the same subroutines or same patchings can 

be used. 

With the above remark, equation (3-18) is still valid for the 

braking condition, provided K is negative now. 

Suppose the switching occurs at O=Osw when t=tsw· During the 

open circuit the current has to decay to zero value and change sense. 

The assumption of quasi instantaneous decaying is made, and at t=tsw' 

with a change of variable t"=t-t
5

"''' the initial conditions are 

no = n sw 

1r 0 = o 

Using these values in equation (3-18) the inverse Laplace 

transform leads to the braking trajectory 

(3-23) 

where 

(3-24-1) 

(3-24-2) 
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a b -n (s + -) - - + c - sw 1 J J 
2 (s2 - s 1) (3-24-3) 

and s1 and s 2 are defined in (3-19-6). 

Some braking characteristics have been reproduced in Figure (3-5), 

switching from different speeds. The same remarks apply, as for the 

acceleration curve. Although the exact curves differ from those obtained 

from the linear model, the phase plane trajectories are sufficiently 

close for all practical purposes. 

It has to be noted that when the speed reaches zero, the armature 

current must be brought to zero (or to a value less than b/K), so that 

the rotor will stay in that position, because there is no kinetic 

energy stored and no external driving torque to overcome the static 

friction. 

3.6 Practical Switching Characteristics 

In the previous sections, it is assumed that the switching 

instant t is kno\m, in order to reach a presc_ribed destination. This sw 

involves solving for s~l(A 3) as stated in equation (3-10). Unfo1~unately, 

as pointed out in a previous section, this computation is fairly tedious 

and time-consuming. ~breover, for every given final destination, the 

switching time must be re-calculated. 

Evidently, it would be much more helpful if the s1dtching time 

could be related explicitly to the specified target point. One could 

have tried calculating the tr-ajectory back\orards in time, from the target, 

but this cannot be done since the final value of one of the true state 
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variables is unspecified. An approximate method for the determination 

of the switching time will now be derived. 

It can be seen from equation (3-24-1) that the coefficient ~ 

depends only on the basic parameters, and B2 and c2 are linear functions 

of n • sw s t" 2 In a first approximation the term e may be neglected in 

equations (3-23) since ls21 >> ls 11 in a well designed machine. 

From the first equation of (3-23) one can immediately show 

that the approximate time needed to stop from a speed nsw is given by 

... 1 -A2 
T =- .t'n(---) 

5 1 82(nsw) 
(3-25) 

Second Approximatio~ 
,. 

The error in speed, if the estimate T is used instead of the true 

braking timeT, will be 

Hence, from (3-25) 

Combining this equation with 

and An :: dn 

At ::_ dt 

the second approximation leads to a corrective factor 

(3-26) 

(3-27) 
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Figure· (3-6) shows a comparison for a given load between T, the .. 
first estimate T and the corrective factor expressed as ~T • One can 

T 
t.i see immediately that the error :.-becomes very rapidly small and it 
T 

would be useless t1o complicate the equations by adding the corrective 

factor. 

Therefore .. the first approximate T is used, and substituted 

into the second equation of (3-23) one obtains immediately 

·B 
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~ · -- .:! A D c-L' A s '"brake 2 ~n -A_J + 2 + 2 sl --z 
(3-29) 

The auxilliary variable $ as a linear function of Osw is 

introduced as 

and leads to a simplified notation of (3-29) as 

13 
brake 

(3-.30) 

(3-31) 

In Figure (3-7), a comparison is made between the real predictor 

curve obtained from the original equations and the approximate prediction 

given by equation {3-31). 

It can be seen that with the exception of very low speeds, which 

are out of our range of interest anyway, the approximate curve is fairly 

accurate over a wide range. 

The phase plane traj~ctory expressed by equation (3-31) will 

be called the "s,·dtching predictor" curve, and used widely for finding 

the minimum-time control law. 

• 
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Conclusion 

In this chapter the permanentic d.c. servo-motor has been shown 

to be very suitable for the bang-bang control. 1be theoretical approach 

by solving difficult equations has been avoided and the derivation of a 

switching predictor curve which determines the switching instant related 

to the target point was a big step in solving the minimum-time position 

problem. 

• 



CHAPTER IV 

PERMANENT! C MOTOR AS A STEPPER; 

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MINHU.M-TUIE POSITION CONTROLLER 

The investigation of the exact mathematical model of the d.c. 

permanentic motor has brought out the low time constants allowing step 

voltage inputs to the armature. The current· handled, although high, 

is admissible in the windings for transients [BlO] without any additional 

series resistors. 

Hence, the bang-bang control mode is possible and allows very 

high accelerations and decelerations producing very high torques at 

~y speed. 

The following examples are taken for a permanentic d.c. motor 

[1 HP I 90 Vdc I 9.5 A I 650 rpm], and the conclusions discussed can be 

.applied to devices ranging up to a couple of HP. 

4.1 Principle of the Bang-Bang Controller 

The e·ffective sequence to realize the minimwn-time position 

control is given by the flow chart. 

ON + SWITCH + OFF 

ON: apply +U0 to the armature 

SWITCH: reverse the voltage to -u0 

OFF: remove the voltage source, and bring the current below a value i 0 

Figure (4-1) shows two typical phase plane trajectories using 

the above scheme. 
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If the switching curve defined in Chapter III could be stored, 

say in a diode function generator (DFG), an analogue voltage produced 

by a tachometer and an analogue voltage given by a multiturn potentio-

meter indicating the position could be used to determine the switching 

decision. The principle of an analogue controller is depicted in 
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Figure (4-2). Basically, the distance from the target (dft) is measured 

and fed into the DFG, giving the speed level 0 (switching speed). 
· SW 

The comparator will give the switching order from +U0 to -u0 if the 

actual speed becomes greater than or equal to n • 
SW 

Further on, as the speed reaches the narrm.,r band of the dead 

zone (due to mechanical fricticn) the order to remove the source and 

short-circuit the armature is given. 

A high speed of resolution is required for the controller. 

Moreover, very precise analogue noise-free voltages must be used, 

because a slight error in the switching point will drive the shaft 

away from the target. The main limitations are in this case due to 

the analogue transducers and the associated filtering problems. 

However, depending on the accuracy in the positioning wanted, this 

system can be very useful in certain applications where very high . 

torque and fast responses are necessary. 

4.2 Quantization of the Switching Curve 

The expansion of computerized digital control has directed the 

research towards stepping motors, where direct digital implementation· 

is easier. 
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Suppose the angular displacement on the shaft can be quantized, 

say with a system of slotted disc and photo sensors. A step is defined 

as a position of the shaft between two quantization positions. 
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Figure (4-3) gives the representation compared to the true stepper mode. 

The multistep mode is shown on the same Figure and the advantage of a 

stepping motor can be seen as a self-locking device, while the advantage 

of a d. c. motor li1~s in the smooth operation and true minimum-time 

response. 

Suppose th<l angular displacement quantization positions are 

called "steps". tJs,ing the "switching curve predictor" given by 

Equation (3-31), Figure (4-4) shows how the steps Si define by 

intersection with the predictor, co~esponding speed levels, Li, called 

switching levels. 

4.3 Control Law 

The phase plane is now partitionned in a complete set of regions 

defined as 

REG ij = {R. , S.} 
1 J 

(4-1) 

It can be seen easily that each region is characterized by the 

following statement 

REG ij = {braking in less than i+l steps a~d more than i steps} (4-2) 

The control law becomes straightforward. The dista.'1ce from the 

target~ as a quantized number, generates the corresponding levels L .• 
1 

In each r~gion REG ij a comparison with the actual speed trill give the 

switching decision a~:cording to Equatioa (4-2) • 
• 
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4.4 Practical Implementation of the Bang-Bang Controller (BBC) 

The scheme of Figure (4-5) is chosen for the digital implementation. 

The angular encodez· is constituted by a slotted disc. A light source 

activates a photo-diode which provides, through a pulser circuit 

described in Appendix A sharp edged pulses indicating the passage from 

one step position to the next one. As this measures only a relative 

positionning the pulses are fed into a counter to keep track of the 

effective angular p>sition. 

In the posi 1:ion control problem one is interested in the distance 

from the target whi<:h should be brought to zero. Therefore, this is 

automatically realit.ed by using a presettable downcounter. 

An analogue tachometer fed into a low-pass filter will provide 

the speed informaticn required by the control law. 

The information on speed and position is fed into the BBC control 

logic unit which will have the decision ability. 

Figure (4-6) shows a scheme for general implementation of the 

control logic unit. 

The distance from the target generates the digital levels si 

which are transformed into analogue le·;els Li to be compared to vr., 

analogue speed level delivered through the low-pass filter by the 

tachometer. 

This scheme !·eemed preferable to the one using an A/D stage from 

the tachometer and then comparing the digital levels to S.. The 
1 

implementation would appear to be much more costly. 
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4.4.1 Level Selector 

4.4 .la "Distance from the Target" Logic 

Suppose, for a specific application, N levels are needed as 

defined by Figure (4-4). 

The presettable counter should be of synchronous kind otherwise 

false switching could occur at the undetermined transition stages. 

The highest level ~ should be generated when the d.f.t. is 

equal or more than.~ steps; if Qi's are the binary outputs of the K 

bits synchronous colU'lter, the high level SN should be l'lritten in 

boolean algebra as 
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K 

SN = ~ Qi (4-3) 

Hence SN = "1" when d.f.t. ~ N. 

For the N-1 other levels generation, a simple decimal decoder 

is used. The subsc1dpt of the level corresponds to the actual d.f.t. 

in decimal count. Hence 

S;i = d.f.t. in decimal for l<j<N-1 

4.4.lb D/A Level Converter 

A simple D/A converter is designed here which converts a digital 

information into a voltage level. 

Figure (4-7) shows the converter, and in the table of values 

given for the specific example built (5 levels adjustable separately). 

Each output from the digital logic (IC) being at a 4V logic 

level, must be buffered. The use of a field effect transistor has been 

chosen for its natural ability of isolating the output from the base input • 

• 
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As the digital comparator used cannot accept a higher voltage 

than 7V d.c. an output clamping diode is used. 

One should notice that the output Si is equivalent to an 

exclusive "or" gate output, therefore, only one FET can be on at a 

time, the others blocked present almost infinite resistance, hence 

equivalent to the open ci~cuit. 

It has to be noticed here that in the case of the d.f.t. being 

zero, none of the S. 's are in the stage "1" therefore, the reference 
~ 

voltage generated will be automatically zero since every FET is 

blocked. This is particularly suitable for the region REGll where 

braking should occur at once whatever the speed is. 

Before using the controller, one has to set the precalculated 

levels. Because of noise parameters m1d input impedance (not well 

defined) of the comparator •. a co m:se and a fine adjustment is possible 

for ea.ch level. 

For convenience a O.J. volt scale is chosen for a 1 rd/s speed. 

Since the speed never exceeds 61 rd/s the comparator is working in 

its full range of sensitivity. 

One should notice at this point the simplicity of the converter# 

and the fact that the output voltage levels L. 's can be set separately 
~ 

and independently of the others, by simply presetting d.f.t. equal to L 

The choice of FET switching is compatible with the high frequency 

switchin~ needed. 
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4.4.2 ON-SWITCH-OFF Digital Signal Generation 

On Figure {4-6) the command signal generation is shown as being 

straightforward. Unfortunately practical difficulties are encountered. 

These difficulties are caused by the indefinite state of the comparator 

when the speed is zero, hence at start. 

This problem is solved by building a sequential logic using two 

comparators realizing the same features as a Schmidt-Trigger device. 

Although complicated because of memory requirements, this system is 

cheaper ~tU1.-a commercial Schmidt-Trigger for the same performance. 

Figure (4-Sa) gives a schematic of the ON-OFF control together 

with the switching order. 

On a typical cycle, as depicted on Figt~e (4-1), a start pulse 

sets the memory "CONTROL" only if the comparator c
2 

shows the motor 

shaft to be at standstill. The memory "AUXIL" is disabled to any 

unwanted clock pulse from c2 • 

The motor starts and the switching pulse is generated by the 

comparator c1 associated with the gate "ORDER" ~s defined by the 

conditions 

SiL 

(4-4) 

The switch s·cate is held in memory enabling the meoory AUXIL to 

accept a clock pulse from the comparator c2 when the speed drops to zero. 

The signal SiV is pulsed, resetting the memory CONTROL to OFF, 

and after a time delay T resets to ON. This procedure will be discussed 

later in connection with the power control. 

Figure (4-8-b) shows the selection of the sense of rotation at 

start, which will define the sign of t.he initial voltage applied • 
.e 
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4. 4. 3 Po'l'rer Source 

For convenience the constant voltage has been chosen to be 

70V de. A single power supply is desired. Therefore ON-OFF operation 

should be combined with voltage inversion, which is a very difficult 

practical problem when high currents and fast switching are involved. 

Figure (4-9) proposes a practical scheme realizing the desired 

control. 

Power Silic!Jn Controlled rectifiers (SCR) are used as shown 

by the quoted specifications. 

v block 600 v 

dV 
dt = 10 V/JJS 

turn off: 75 JJS 

. 
' Forward current: 2SA 

di df = 20 A/JJ.S 

trigger voltage 3 V 

Basically the following ~able gives the sequence of firing the 

SCR's to perform the correct control function. 

1 2 3 4 s 6 7 

ON-CW ON ON ON ON 

OFF ON 
I 

PN-CCW ON ON ON ON 

The ON function is perfomed by firing SCR 2 and SCR 3, with 

the appropriate two c•thers to obtain the desired sense of rotation. The 

capacitor C is being charged through SCR 2. This one will turn off t1hen 

the current drops bel ow the holding current. Unfortunately, the decaying 
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exponential shape of charging current is inappropriate for fast 

switching. Hence an inductance L has been introduced in series with the 

capacitor and SCR 2, and provid~ a high frequency oscillatory charging 

current. Hence th·e SCR will cut off at the first passage by zero of 

the current. 

A larger capacitor is needed, but the switching time is very 

satisfactory as will be seen frollol the experimental results. 

The circuit is turned OFF by firing SCR 1. The voltage across 

the capacitor C is suddenly applied, with reverse polarization to 

SCR 3, forcing it to turn off. As no path exists, the other SCR's will 

turn off by starvation. 

Protective diodes absorbe the unnecessary voltage peaks and 

provide a return path when SCR's are cut off. 

The boolean functions are defined as follows 

ON =0 · 0 .((D · @ + ® · 0) 
o:PF =Q) . <3) 

4.5 Analogue Couputer Simulation - First Tests 

4.5.1 AnalCtgue Simulation 

Because of the extremely fast operations required in practice, 

together with current handling capacity reaching 100 A, it has been 

desirable to test the controller by analogue simulation first. 

Two TR20 analogue computers have been slaved to simulate the 

motor. In order to be able to record the theoretical curves, it was 

decided to scale dmm the real time. 

• 
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One coul~ patch the exact equations of the motor using equations 

(3-1). Unfortunately the use of two function generators and multipliers 

are necessary. The inaccuracy of the multipliers around zero v~ltage 

would introduce a much higher error than the result obtained by 

semilinearizing the equations. Hence L(I) has been set to its most 

probable value in transient conditions, lvhen high currents are used, 

say the saturated value. One function generator gives the function 

R(I) amature resistance. The scaling of the variables has been 

performed as indicated: 

11 = ai (4-5) 

The symbols with subscripts represent voltage outputs defined 

by the relations (4-5). If~ represents !1 depending on whether the 

machine is running ~~ a motor or a generator, the analogue equations to· 

be patched are: 

dil a 
-d = ( TL ~) U(tl) 
tl 

By setting 

-2 
(! = 10 ; y = 1.02 

the real time is multiplied by 1,000 and 1 Amp. or 1 rd/s will be 

(4-6) 

rcp:i.'esented by 1 Volt analogue voltage output. The schematic of the 

patching is shcMn on Figure (4-10). 
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4.5.2 Quantization of an Analogue Signal 

In order to use the digitalized version of the BBC. one needs 

to provide quantized step pulses. A quantizer system is built. which 

will transfonn the analogue voltage simulating the position of the 

shaft. into pulses representing "steps". 

Two comparators associated with a bistable multivibrator will 

realize a Schmidt-Trigger operation. The output of the bistable 

controls two FET trans~stors. the sources of which are connected to the 

analogue voltage representing the speed. and its negative value. The 

drains are connected to the input of the integrator. As only one FET 

is passing current at a time the integrator will perform 

t tl t 
a = J. n dt = J + n1 dt + J c-n1)dt 

0 0 tl 
(4-7) 

Figure (4-11) shows the implementation of the step converter 

as well as the characteristic curves obtained. One can see the re-

cycling properties of the system. 

The FET switching seemed to be very adequate - no leaking is 

found when blocked - and the impedance isolation provided by the base 

controlled mode is very useful. 

4.5.3 Practical Simulation Results 

.At this low speed. with noise-free signals provided by analogue 

simulation. the BBC is connected to an artificial switching relay system. 

The sequence of operations for one cycle is shotm on Figure (4-12). 
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The final curves of Figure (4-13), representing a phase plane 

plot of a set of trajectories, were found repetitive and show that the 

controller drives ,effectively the system in the theoretical minimwn

time to the desired target. 

However, the addit:ion of a noise to the analogue voltage 

monitoring the speed, has led to poor performances, since overshoots 

or early brakings were generated. 

It was necessary to try to improve the design at that stage, 

since noise is unavoidable in practical systems. 

4.6 Imyroved Version of the BBC 

Slight load variations and mainly noisy signals are unavoidable 

and are shmm to cause. errors in the final destination. Fortunately, 

the tests on analogue computers seemed to shot-r that a maximum of one 

step error could occur with noise parameters of IO%.nus added to the 

analogue voltage representing the speed. Hence, the new idea was to 

introduce a checking loop in the BBC design. 

Basically, the counter is used in both UP-DOWN possibilities, 

which enables one to measure the deviation from the. target. 
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From the final destination preset on the C".ounter, this one will 

count down as previously, but as the state d.f.t.=O is reached, the 

counter is switched in the up-counting mode and the information UP count 

is stored in memory. 

Suppose now that an overshoot happens when the motor stops the 

content of the cour(cer shows the next d. f. t.. A ne\\1 "start pulse" can 

• 
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i 
be generated, whic:h will drive the system to this new target following 

the usual cycle, but now starting in the opposite direction as 

previously shown. 
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If an early stop is realized, the d.f.t. is again in the contents 

of the counter, and a new start pulse without changing the sense of 

rotation will driv·~ the system to its new destination. 

As seen p~~~~ously, if the d.f.t. is zero, the corresponding 

level L0 is zero ~; well, and no start can happen. Therefore the only 

modification required will be to store the information UP-count as the 

zero state is encotmtered, which will decide on the new sense of 

rotation to start l>.i th. 

The new sequence of operation becomes 

Preset destination~ Start pu 

~ 
lse I ...... generation , 

END of motion 
pulse 

-, 
I~ 

automatic .J' 

loop ' 

4. 7 Digital Computer Simulation: General Design Program 

Once the set of parameters have been measured for a given P.M. 

motor coupled to a given load, the switching predictor is calculated. 

Suppose the step size is given (example one desires a certain 

angular resolution), then the maximum number N of control levels Li 

needed are calculated 

N = (4-8) 
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Otherwise if the bang-bang controller has to be limited at a 

fixed number of levels, say N', the minimum stepsize is constrained by 

(4-9) 

Usually one sets this value to the upper nearest simple angular 

division for hardware purposes. 

This general program will receive first the machine and load 

parameters, and the information on stepsize or maximmn number of levels 

is processed to finally print out the set of control levels and their 

value; this information being enough to build the BBC. 

To check the design, random destinations, given as the number 

of steps to travel, are tested using th~ precise mathematical model. A 

possibility of adding a given random tachometer noise is introduced by 

making 
n = ntrue x (1 + O.Oln) (4-10) 

where n is the percentage of rms noise wanted. 

The general block diagrams of Figure (4-14) illustrate the 

overall program. 

Results 

A set of very stringent conditions were studied to see whether 

or not the design is matched. With r.m.s. additive noise factors up 

to 10%, the probability of. missing the target by more than one step 

is practically negligible. 
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Hence, if needed, the checking-loop is used and the cost of the 

correction is ah'lays less than one full step travel, which represents 

a maximum of 20 ms. This performance seems to be far better than any 

other continuous feedback loop system performance. 

An interesting fact was that no hunting occured even with 10% 

noise parameters. Besides, a very simple control of the pO\t~er is used, 

ON-OFF, and no power amplifier is needed. 

These considerations seemed to justify the approach which is 

obviously empirical, although based on a theoretical derivation of 

switching predictors. 

• 
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CHAPTER V 

EXPERHIENTAL RESULTS - DISCt.SSIONS 

Practical difficulties encountered through design and experimen-

tation will nOlo~ be discussed. 

5.1 Po\t~er Switdling 

Because of the very high speed of switching involved, one has 

to use Silicon Controlled Rectifiers (SCR) for the power stage. 

If two opposite voltages !U0 are available at the source the 

switching would be simplified, unfortunately it would be advisable 

to use a simple voltage source which has to be inverted. 

The basic circuit and its general functions have been described 

in the previous Chapter. Here. only a discussion based on experiment 

will be given. 

5.1.1 Triggering 

The high ctccrrent SCR 's vsed need q,.dte a certain amount of 

power to be injected into the gates. The logic level outputs of the IC 

components used in the BBC require a buffer stage associated with 

a pulse transformer; 
. 

Figure (5-l) shows a typical circuit used successfully to trigger 

several SCR's at a time. from a digital s~<~itching order. 
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One should notice the use of bypassing diodes which prevent 

oscillatqry signals into the gate which may cause misfiring of the SCR. 

5-1-2 Practical Experience 

,., The general configuration of the pol'ter SCR 's was shown on 

Figure (4-9). The choice of a 25 pF power capacitor and a 1 mH inductance 

seemed to meet the purpose. 

_ When SCR' s 2 and 3 are fired the capacitor is charged by a high 

frequency oscillatory current. At the first passage by zero of the 

current, SCR 2 is cut off. Experimentally it has been found that .4 ms 

is a safe time to allow before attempting to turn the system off. 

The capacitor C is charged sufficiently to provide enough energy 

to turn SCR 3 off. The switching off time when SCR 1 is fired can be 

considered less than .2 ms at maximum current handling. 

Nonnally, d1e operation ON-0'1 followed by an OFF order, and 

immediately (.3 ms later) a generation of an ON-CO~ order will realize 

the electrical braking. 

The theoretical analysis assumes instantaneous switching~ while 

the reality is ve~r complex. Unfortunately no ~quations can describe 

accurately enough 'clle switching capabilities of the circuit~ too many 

t.mkno\m parameters and asswnptions have to be stated. Hmtever ~ in 

practice~ as the e;cperimental characteristics prove it~ a maximum of 1.5 

ms random transients for switching are found and then follol~Ted by the 

predicted current llithin good experimental accu::acy. 

A particularly intere~ting feature has been found, although 

accidentally. 



' If the current to be sldtched drops below 17 A, the OFF order 

is unnecessary. Suppose SCR 4 and 6 are 1~d'for a~ rotation. By firing 

simply SCR 5 and 71, without turning the system off previously, the 

current in the load is foWld to be switched as desired within .1 ms. 

Although the firing of SCR's 5 and 7 show theoretically a 

straight short-circ:uit across the power supply the switching occurs. 

Further experimental investigations, such as replacing the load by a 

purely ·resistive lctad,have led to the conclusion that the unexplained 

switching is realized because of the inductive load which reacts with 

the natural capacitance of the SCR circuit. 

When SCR 's 5 and 7 are fired very high current transients of very 

complicated shape are generated, and if the amplitude of those 

oscillations is large enough, it causes SCR 6 and 4 to block auto

matically. Experimentally it has been found that below 17 A of load 

current the system switches over. 
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The experiment leading to this result has been simply to control 

the firing of SCR's 4 and 6, and 5 and 7 by a flip-flop while the motor 

was rotating. T'ne clock frequency controlling the flip-flop is graduaiUy 

decreased till a complete sho1·t-circui t across the load opens the 

protective high spe,ed breaker. 

A reliable switching is realized if the period of slotitching is 

above 25 ms~ which, according to the theoretical curves corresponds to 

switchings for destinations superior to 4 steps usually. 

Unfortunately, in the stringent cases \othere a few steps are 

desired, th~ switch:i.ng must be slm!!ed dO\m by applying the off order first. 
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This weakness of the circuit is certainly subject to criticisms, 

but this is an engineering problem, and one had to solve it the best 

way possible, with a circuit presenting simplicity and reliability. 

Therefore, a comp1·omise must be accepted. 

5.2 Tachometei 

It has been mentioned that a tachogenerator has been used in 

the first part of the consideration of the BBC. 

The main problem arisen, and already pointed out, was the noise 

associated with an analogue tachometer. 

Brushless tachometers are excluded automatically because of 

their inability to follow the high transients expected in starting and 

decelerating of the electric motor. 

Therefore, a tachogenerator is chosen which provides a very 

good transient response provided the output is connected to a very high 

impeda~ce circuit in order to unload the tachometer as much as possible. 

Unfortunately, the tachogenerator, because of the presence of 

brushes, is delivering a voltage which is mixed with a ve.ry complex 

noise factor. 

Part of the noise is definitely random, and this part could be 

easily taken care of by avaraging YJethods. However, the main components 

of the noise factor come from the b1·ush commutation, and the first 

harmonics of this noise dep~nd on the actual speed of the shaft, and the 

number of commutator bars. Therefore, a filter is necessary b~fore 

comparing the outpJt signal with a noise free level L .• 
~ 



Unfortunately, the noise ratio, from peak to peak is sometimes 

SO to 70% of the true average value, which is obviously inacceptable in 

our case. 

A low-pass filter has to be built, which would cut off the high 

frequency parasites. But, as pointed out abov~ the first harmonics of 

the noise d~pend on the speed of the shaft and it so happens that those 

harmonics are of the same order as the basic harmonics of the speed 

characteristics. This means that if accurate filtering is used, most 

of the information is lost and the transient characteristic obtained 

is just as far front reality as the noisy signal. 

Even notch-filtering with adjustable pass band and cut-off 

frequency would be of great difficulty to use. First one would take 

out of the signal a basic set of harmonics which deteriorate the 
' 

information. Then a very complex filter tuned to the conmutator bar 

frequency is very expensive, and its time response is questionable 

for the range of hi:~h accelerations this work is dealing with. 
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A medium., which is vezy far from ''happY:" was chosen for filtering, 

trying to suppress cmly the high f1.·equencies above the main harmonics of 

the effective signal, and the noise par~aeter had to be accepted. The 

introduction of the checking loop takes care of missed targets. 

5.3 Practical Difficulties 

Other minor difficulties arisen during the testing were found. 

Although they could be avoided easily with rr.ore elaborate instrumcntationl 

they added their effect to the experimental "failure" of the project. 



' Unfortunately, the odd 70 V pol~er supply needed for the motor 

was a great mistake at the start, because it was not powerful enough to 

provide great curr·~nts as precalculat~d in the theory. But, as the 

motor was already on the premises, the lack of funds to buy another 

more suitable motor or another power supply did not leave any choice. 

The project had to be conducted with the existing apparatus. 

5.4 Criticislil o,f the Design 

As in any engineering problem, the project can be questioned 

on several points. A few major points are discussed below as they 

appeared in the design and experimentation. 

5.4.1 Weaknesses 

The main weakness seems to lie in the use of the tachogenerator. 

In theoretical simulation as well as in practice the main part of the 

error came from the noisy signal. 
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One of the consequences of the use of a tachogenerator is 

obviously the deterioration of the information. In such heavy transients 

the slightest error in the speed information is leading to a missed 

target. On the other hand, the use of aD/A stage is compulsory, and 

this stage reveals itself as heat sensitive, which adds to the imper

fection c,f the Sldtching orde1· detection. 

Hm'lever, the switching moment not very \'tell detected did not 

seem to have as much consequence as the false detection of zero speed. 

As a conseqtJcnc.c, an early stop signal "Vrhile electrical braking is 



applied, results in a "running down" condition, which just drives the 

shaft far away from the target. 

On the other hand, a late stop signal leads to the shaft 

accelerating in the opposite direction, and then the open-circuit 
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leads to another "running down" condition where,no braking being applied, 

the shaft is driven again .away from the target. 

Fortunately, the tachogenerator speed being low around zero 

speed, the noise is less important and zero detection becomes more 

accurate than switching level detection. 

One can partially overcome this difficulty by including in the 

system a "short-circuit" condition across the armature l\'hen "stop" 

signal is applied. This would result in less deviation from the target 

when early or late stop signals are generated. 

Another idt3a would be to add on the shaft an electric clutch 

system which is energized when STOP signal arrives, and therefore 

increases artificially the friction parameters of the load without 

changing the inertia. Hence, a much higher current would be required 

to overcome the friction and the kinetic energy stored in the shaft 

would be dissipated much faster. 

In special cases, by analogy with incremental steppers, where 

mechanical locking devices are used, such a locking ring could 

overcome by its friction,the errors in the positionning, and even 

correct it, although more slo~;rly, by locking it in the present step. 

In very elaborate systems 1o;here self locking and fast accelerations 

and high torques 2.re desired, the bang-bang controller together \'lith the 



d.c. permanentic motor could provide the torque characteristics, and 

on the same shaft, a much saaller stepping motor could be used only 

when the target is reached to add its locking property. The power 

required by the st•;lpping motor would be only a pull-in torque, high 

enough to compensate for the false parasitic torque generated by 

inaccurate switching and stop orders to the main driver. 

5.4.2 Ad,·antages: Applications 

The tremendous acceleration rates and braking capabilities, 

together with the simplicity of the design and implementation, make 

this project valid for certain applications. 

If the positioning at the final position is not that 

important, but emph;lsis is on the rectangular speed characteristic 

desired, then the method presented is fully valid. 

For example.. a tape drive for computers does not require very 

precise stopping. For instance, one could wait a fel'l inches before 

marking or reading Ctff the tape. Likewise one could only apply the 

switching and braking order after the marking "END". (or end of reading) 

is met. The important thing in this prc•cess is to reach a high speed 

almost as a step output, and to stop as fast as possible, while constant 

tape drive is provided during the writing or reading off of the tape. 

Not'ladays computers are limited by the peripheral input-output 

systems, and aJly improvement in an input-output stage like tape or disc 

register would increa.se considerably the speed of the total process. 
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' In another domain, like automatic tooling the digital bang-bang 

controller could be used as a "rough" displacement of the tool in 

minimum-time, and a "slower" accurate positioning could be performed 

by a stepper through a lead-screw positioning, for example. 

The total cycle would still be much less in time than the use 

of oversized stepping motors alone, since the stepping motor would be 

used only in the "~:me step" operation where the pull-in torque is the 

highest. Therefor~~, the efficiency of the group would be very high, 

besides, the stepp:Lng motor could be used as position transducer while 

it is not energized for actuator purposes. 

Conclusion 

Although in·.perfect, the actual BBC associated with the d. c. 

motor gives relatbrely good results. It definitely provides maximum 

acceleration and maximum deceleration, and therefore, provided the 

target is reached, responds as closely as possible to the theoretical 

minimum-time. 
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However, the main problem is caused by the speed sensing and, as 

a consequence, the D/A stage in the bang-bang controller. 

A fully digitalized system would be appreciated, provided the 

speed is given directly in digital form, with the requirements of the 

theoretical performance, that is, high resolution, high rate of 

information, noise free signals and possibility of zero speed detection. 

Therefore, the above conclusion has led to the development, design 

and irnplemeutat:i.or1 of a special high precision, high resolution digital 

tacho:neter described in the follc•tti.ng chapters. 



CHAPTER VI 

DIGITAL MEASUREMENT OF SPEED PRINCIPLE 

As seen in the previous chapter, the main limitation in 

applying the digi ta.l_b.~_g-:-~~~-controll~! is the impossibility of 
. 

obtaining a good information fQr speed transients. 

Hence, the project has led to an investigation of the digital 

measurement for determining speed. The existing principles will be 

analyzed and proven inefficient, and a new approach will be proposed, 

meeting the requirements for minimum-time control. 

6.1 Survey of E.lds ting fvlethods 

.Many method~• are available for measuring velocities of rotating 

shafts. The bulk of these are based on analogue principles, but a few 

adopt hybrid digital-analogue techniques, leading to l'Jholly digital 

procedures as well. 

The simplest and most direct method is the use of tachogencrators .. 

either a com.--aon d. c. cor.:r.mta.tor machine or a homopolar generator. 

Another kind of tachometer is obtained by rectifying pulses produced 

by magnetic or optical transducers deli vet•ing puJ.s(;s of a frequency 

proportional to speed. The latter is on~ of the hybrid systems used. 

Hm ... ever, in any case, filtering must he applicdo If a 

commutator machine is used~ it is necessa:ry to filter out the cummutator 

ripple 2.i1d the brush noise. Some ingenious ncthocls have beer!. prcfKised [ClO], 
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like a narrow band filter which is kept tuned automatically to the 

frequency of the c<:>mm~tator ripple. But, as pointed out previously, in 

high transients th\~ cmnmutator ripple is within the frequency range 

of the. output infOJ:mation, and the filtering will alter the analogue 

output. 

In the case of a pulse rectification, again the filter has to 
' 

remove the a.c. component. This method could only be used for very 

slowly varying speeds hence, the filter must have a very low cut off 

frequency. 

The same remark can be applied to brushless motors, hence a 

rectifying condenser will disable higher frequency components. 

In all these cases, a degradation of the response information 

has to be accepted. 

Wholly digital methods are proposed for measuring angular 

acceleration and speed [5-6) 
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Optical or magneti.c trmsducers exist nowadays, and they provide 

a very large number of uniformly spaced pulses per revolution. Basically, 

the principles used for obtaining angular velocities have been to 

measure an angular displacement during a given time, by counting these 

uniformly spaced pulses. Hence, the angular velocity is obtained by a 

~t, n, equivalent to integrating over a given interJal of time. 

The resolution of such a system is directly proportional to the 

number of quantiza.tions per revolution, Nm, hence very sophisticated 

transducers have to be used. 

• 



1 
On the other hand, the error in a measurement depends on n J 

hence n should be as high as possible. As the quantization number is 

limited by the transducer, the interval of sampling time should be 

increased for higher precision. To be able to reach 1% precision on a 
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count, a minimum of 10 ms and usually 100 ms sampling intervals are used. 

Hm~ever, it is easy to see that the average value of the speed 

over 100 ms, as it is obtained, can be of little value if transient 

speeds are to be considered. Figure (6-1) shows a typical starting 

curve and the effecd ve measurements provided by a common digital 

tachometer. Suppose in the case of our BBC, the starting transient 

has a duration of SO ms, obviously 100 ms, even 10 ms sampling interval 

cannot be considered at all. 

Furthermore, low speads are unmeasurable since n, being too 

small, the error in the measurement is higher than the resolution of 

the system. 

These principles can only be used for steady state speeds or 

slow transients, at relatively high speeds. Some applications can be 

fotmd in speed regulations like tape drivers. or use of up-down 

colmting spoed regulations as proposed in [11]. But it seems that for 

fast transients they can be of no use in control systems. 

A new type of low-noise tachogenerator has been proposed by 

Stephcuson [12] , which seems to be more applicable. His device claims 

the follo1·1ing advantages: (i) "a pulse repetition rate not being zero 

at zero speed", (ii) "the ratio of maY..imum to minimL'Ill repetition rate 

011er th.:: operating range can be adjusted to a suitable value11
1 and 
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(iii) "the minimum repetition rate can be kept constant, say 100 times 

higher than the hi;~hest frequency of the required passband and hence 

can be easily remo'red!' 

The principle of this device is shown on Figure (6-2). Two 
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slotted discs rotate in opposite directions. One disc has a constant speed 

and the other rotates with the shaft the speed of which is to be measured. 

If a light beam, greater than one slit pitch, is picked up by a 

photosensor, all slit coincidences are detected at whatever angular 

position they occur (within one slit pitch). Henc~. the frequency of 

the pulse train detected is proportional to the speed oi the variable 

speed disc and the constant speed disc. One can picture the realization 

as the zero speed h;~ been raised to a minimum frequency repetition 

rate which can be relatively high, say 10 kHz. The suppression of the 

different noises arEl easier nm'l since the measured frequency spectrum 

has been shifted towards high frequency range. Basically, the pulses 

gener~ted are shaped in a square-wave and then averaged (i.e. filtering) 

using a non-distorting filter but which removes as much noise as 

possible. The zero speed is backed-off, and the resulting signal can 

be filtered again. 

One can see that this tachogenerator, although complicated, 

meets some of the requirements, as the zero speed detection and much 

better noise filtering. 
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6.2 General Principle of the New Instrument 

The division by time has been carefully avoided in the existing 

instruments. The new one, however, is based on division by time, 

performed effecti vt~ly by a digital process or. 

A schematic: diagram of the proposed instrument is shown on 

Figure (6-3). 

It relies on the two new ideas. The first consists of measuring 

the relative speed between the rotating shaft to be studied, and another 

rotating in the reverse direction at a strictly constant speed, called 

11bi asing speed". 

The transducer discussed later provides a pulse train called 

"Rotator pulses". 

The second principle is to measur7 the time t between tl'ro 

Rotator pulses, so that the relative speed is proportional to ~ • 

Suppose f
0 

is the reference speed, fm the speed to be measured 

(both in rps) then, the Rotator pulse rate f should be: 

(6-1) 

and related to the time between two pulses measured: 

f :: ~ (6-2) 

where k is a constant. depending on the transducer. Hence, from (6-1) 

and (6-2), the desjred speed is 

(6-3) 

The knoulcdge oft and f
0 

will lead directly to the result expected. 
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6.3 Optical Transducer 

A low inertia and frictionless disc, with Nm evenly spaced 

slots (or any other suitable means of obtaining contrasts) engraved, is 

tightly coupled to the shaft to be studied. It has to be noted here 

that resolution and precision will not depend on Nm, hence Nm can be 

small. 
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An auxilliary drum, having D pick-up sensors in parallel (photo

sensors for optical contrast) is coupled to an a~~illiary motor rotating 

at a constant speed in the opposite direction. The drum should have a 

relatively high ine·rtia to maintain a strictly constant instantaneous 

speed. The signals picked up by the sensors are fed into a pulse shaping 

circuit as described in Appendix A, and constitute.- the Rotator pulse 

train. 

6.4 Treatment of the Result - Practical Algorithm 

Suppose now that equation (6-3) is scaled so that only integral 

numbers are used, ar.:d capital letters represent the integers corresponding 

to each symbol alrea.dy defined. Equation (6-3) is then transformed to 

Fn:r + F0 T = K (6-4) 

If F0 is an exact pO\~er of 2, say F
0

=2N, the general algorithm 

can be followed on Figure (6-4). 

Once T has been obtained, its binary coded number shifted by 

N digitz to the left represents the multiplication 

F0 x T = T X 2N 
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end 

Block diagram for basic algorithm 



As K is a known constant, a binary parallel adder performs 

K1 = K - F0 T 

K1 is substituted :into equation (6-4) and leads to 

l?m x T = K1 

In binary (:oded form, Fm is written as 

r = m 

M-1 
}: a. 21 

. 0 l. l.= {

=0 .. 1, ••• ,1-l-1 
with 

a.=l or 0 
l. 
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(6-5) 

(6-6) 

(6-7) 

The binary division is performed by searching for the coefficients 

a. by a succession ·!)i shift and add operations. 
1 

If 0·1-1) is the highest power of 2 which will ever be encotmtered, 

M-1 T shifted by M-1 digits to the left represents T x 2 • Hence, if 

K1 < T x 2M-l the M-lth power of 2 is net contained and one should 

store ~-1=0. 

If K1 > T x 2M-l the power of 2 is contained in Fm and one should 

retain AM·l=l and perform K1 - T x 2M-l and substitute this new value 

for K1. 

One digit shift to the right will lead to the M-2 stage and so 

on until all the a· 's ar.; determined. l. 

6.5 Special Purpose Instrtwent - The Digital Processor 

6.5.1 Scaling the Numbers 

The active part of the instrument is the digital processor which 

will effectively perform the division by time, although theoretically, 

this is no problem. In fact, an engineering problem is raised. One 

should accept a coJr.promise between resolution a.-.d precisim~ and register 

sizes. 



The practical instrument built was not designed in view of 

optimizing it, but to obtain a reasonable hardware with adequate 

performance. The t;}Xample treated shmt~s however the approach with 

empirical engineer:Lng feeling. 

A careful <~hoice of f
0 

and units used for speed measurement 

will be important factors in the reduction of register sizes. 

Suppose Nm is chosen to be 100 (which does not present any 

manufacturing problem), D equal to one. The constant k of the 

transducer becomes 1~0 • If F
0 

is chosen to be 210 , 

f,> = 16.2 rps = 975 rpm 

The maximum time measured wi 11 b~ when fm = 0, hence 

t = --£
1 = 616 x Io-6 sec. n1ax 0 
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If a 10 ~Hz clock is used for time basis, the count forT will be 

Tmax = 6160 

which is represented with 13 binary digits. 

hence 

Suppose a four decimal display is desired for fm, Fmax must be 

Fmax = 11,023 

which is represented by 23 binary digits. 

With these numbers, a resolution of 0.1 rd/s can be obtained, 

since the result in decim<~l display will be ten times the speed expressed 

in rd/s. 
10K

0 However» the final result is cxp-;cted to be less than ;;;--
1ma;;;; 

othen~·isc the error due to sampling will be higher than the resolution 

• 



capability, hence 

A 13 binaiy digits number provides (Fm) = 8191 leading to a max 

display of approximately 

(fm)max = 130 rps = 7800 rpm. 

6.5.2 The Central Processor 
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Figure (6-5) describes the processor used for the above-mentioned 

data. 

As subtraction is required, the 2's complement technique is used 

here. The 23 bits K register contains the right hand side of equation 

(6-4) or (6-6) and is connected to the B input of the parallel 23 bits 

binary adder. The term 2i x T is contained in the main 25 bits shift 

register. The 23 lower bits inverted are connected to the A inputs 

of the adder, while the "carry in" is at high state. 

If the 2 bits of "overflow" register are empty and the "carry 

out" is in state "1", the number fotmd on the adder as a result of (8-A) 

is positive and a gate converts the information into "SIGN" = "1". 

Hence, a straightforward sequential logic follm'ls for compilation 

of the result. 

The 10 ~lliz clock feeds the upcounter I continuously. lthen the 

rotator pulse arrives, cycle 1 starts. 

Cycle 1: The content of the counter is transferred into the register T 

and the 10 digits on the right, as well as Ov~RFlQW are clea1~d. 

- The counter r{:r.ets to ze?o and is enabled to sample the next 
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interval while the result is processed. 

- K register is preset to (2~ x 106). 

Cycle 2: After a delay time allowing the adder to terminate its ripple 

through, the value of the output is transferred into the K register. 

- 23 shift pulses follow, bringing back the number T into the 

•t• t d by T X 213• pos1 1on represen e 

Cycle 3: After appropriate delay time, if SIGN is found to be "1", 

the result on the adder is transferred into the K register at the next 

shift pulse while SIGN is entered into the serial input of the final 

shift register FSH. 
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- If SIGN = "O" is detected, the transfer into the K register is 

inhibited and "0" is stored into FSH. 

- After 13 :;imilar operations all the ai 's are stored in FSH, 

the end of processing is reached and the processor resets to a waiting 

position, ready for the next compilation. 

6.6 Modifications 

It has been found quite difficult to adjust the biasing speed 

exactly at the given 975 rpm with the accuracy desired. Therefore, the 

design has been slightly modified to permit the presetting of the 

biasing speed automatically with the precision of the tachometer. 

A synchronous motor is used, rotating at any speed lying within 

900 and 1800 rpm. The high rotor inertia and the precision of the 

synchroniz~d dxive assures constant speed o As fm=O one uses the 



tachometer to meru;ure the speed· of £0 • This is done by inhibiting the 

first transfer as described in cycle 2. Therefore, the result in FSH 

gives the speed f 0 and is transferred to an auxilliary 11 bit shift 

register. 

Noli cycle .z will be modified. The first 11 pulses in cycle 2 

will transfer the 1:!ontent of the adder to the K register only if the 

corresponding bit of the auxilliary shift register is in the state "1 11
, 

as N-1 
l a.2i 

i=O 1 {with a1 = "O" or "1" } 

The operation realized is really to subtract from the initial K the 

value N-1 . 
T x ( I a.21

) 
0 1 

instead of only 2N-l x T. 

Besides, instead of resetting the counter to zero, it is 

advisable to reset it to 2 and disable the first two clock 

pulses. This is realized in order to prevent coincidence with rotator 

pulse and ripple through of the asynchronous counter used, which would 

lead to meaningless results. 

Subjectively some main features of the tachometer should be 

pointed out at this stage. 

- 'l'he clock precision and the constancy of the biasing speed 

are the only limitations for accuracy of results. 

- The precision and r.Jsolution does not dep~nd on Nm, hence a 

cheap rotator can be available. 

100 
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- Since tl1e biasing speed is applied, a zero speed on the disc 

shaft is detected with a reasonably high rate of information without 

quantization noise, as seen tmax ~ 0.6 ms, hence B . ~ 1600 samples/sec m1n 

at zero speed. 

- The resolution is 0.1 rd/s which is one of the best reached 

by any existing models. 

- The rate of information increases from fm=O and reaches 

16,000 ~amples/sec at maximum speed without deteriorating the resolution. 

- The sampling time is very short, within 0.61 ms, hence the 

average speed defined can be considered as instantaneous for ail physical 

systems. 

In the next chapter a more detailed hardware implementation is 

presented, and will allow a deeper analysis of performances. But already 

at this stage it appears to be a device meeting all the requirements 

of control systems for fast transients. 



OIAPTER VII 

THE HIGH PRECISION-RESOLUTION DIGITAL TACHOMETER 

As pointed out in the previous Chapter the scaling of the numbers 

of equation (6-3) has a great influence on the design of the tachometer. 

This Chapter will present an effective hardware realizing the desired 

function. However1 it is not meant to be an optimum design, and some 

improvements can CE!rtainly be made towards directions pointed out 

during the proposal. 

7.1 The Rotator 

Figure (7-1) shows the exact representation of the Rotator. 

The slotted disc is rotating on a bearing guided shaft. Therefore, 

friction and inertia are as low as possible which would not disturb 

-the initial coupled shaft to be studied. 

The rotating drum is aligned exactly with the shaft of the 

disc and its inertia is rather high. One light beam and pick up sensor 

(photodiode) are placed on the drum so that the rotating disc can 

interrupt the light beam. Two slip rings plus a ground ring provide 

the pot..rer to the lamp as well as the pick up sensor's output. This 

output is fed into a Schmidt trigger as proposed by Appendix A. 

TI1e disc has 100 contrasts per revolution, and the drum is 

rotated b)' a 1000 rpm synchronous motor. If one finds the normal 

60 Hz no·:.: stab}.e enough~ a simple oscillator c.ontrolled by <J. stable 

clock could be built to energize the synchronous motor. 
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7.2 Register Sizes 

7.2.1 

A 13 digit: .binary asynchronous counter is constantly fed by a 

10 MHz clock. Hence the maximum time interval to be processed must be 

less than T = H91. This corresponds to a minimum relative speed max 
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of f = 12.2 rps = 735 rpm. 
0 

Hence, with the synchronous motor rotating at 

1000 rpm, there should never be an overflo\q. The effective maximum 

time cotmt should be for fm=O 

then tmax = 0.6 ms • 

If the resvlt can be processed during two sampling intervals, 

the minimum sampling rate will be at zero speed detection: 

7.2.2 

B . = 1660 samples/sec • 
IIJll.n 

The final register FSH, having 13 bits, it results that the 

maximum speed to be detected can be fm = 130 rp~ (7800 rpm). At this 

speed the sampling time will be minimum and t . = 68 ~s leading to a 
m~n 

sampling rate of 

Bmax = 14,700 samples/sec • 

7.2.3 

As seen previously from the algorithm, the maximum operational 

shift register size 1d 11 be 25 digits. The parallel adder as well as 

the K register needs only 23 bits. 



7.2.4 

If one decides to preset the speed, the average value for 

1000 rpm will be read as F
0 

= 1048. Hence an 11 bit number can store 

this information in the shift register'STORE': 

7.3 Cycle Generator 

Figure (7-2) shows the effective implementation realized for 

the cycle generator. If the modified algorithm is used, where F
0 

is 

any number, the follo\dng cycles have to be generated: 

Cycle 1: (i.e., section 6.5.2) 
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Cycle 2: 11 shift pulses have to shift the number T through the register 

YSH, realizing T x zj, with (j=l,ll), while the shift register STORE 

is pulsed as well. The serial output of STORE combined with the 

transfer pulse should enable or disable the transfer into K register. 

Cycle 3: As register store has been cycled through,the shifting is 

inhibited. Twelve supplementary shift pulses should bring T back to 

the position T x 213, without allo\ITing any transfers into K. 

Cycle 4: 13 shift pulses, follm~Ted by transfer pulses allowed only when 

SIGN = "1 11 search for the powers of 2 which are entered into FSH shift 

register. 

End of Process: A general clear will reset the processor to a waiting 

position, and a:a "END" pulse is generated, which can be used for a read 

out. 
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A simple 4 bit binary up-counter is used in association with 

flip-flops storing the present cycle information. 

7.4 Shift Pulse and Transfer Pulse Generation 

Figure (7-3) shows an implementation realized for generating 

shift and transfer pulses. 
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The apparent complication of the circuit has been dictated by 

the safe time delays chosen for reliable commutations and ripple through 

of the different IC components. These time delays can be fortunately 

decreased, if "carry-look-ahead" components are used to speed up the 

parallel adder's performance. Neva1'theloess, in this design, one has 

tried to obtain a safe and reliable functioning first, even if top 

computational speed is not reached. 

Basically, the 10 ~ruz clock is feeding a counter which counts 

up to 6 and resets. The diagram on Figure (7-3) sho\~s how the delay 

times of 400 ns for adder ripple through are respected. Besides, 

some constraints of the K register are met. One has to maintain at 

least 100 ns for the input of the K register after having clocked the 

transfer. 

On the other hand, for the start of processing one allows a 

safe time for the I counter to ripple through before transferring the 

information into TSH register and cle~ring the counter. Therefore, 

the sampling count is inhibited for 3 counts and obviously the couilter 

reset to 3. 
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7.5 SIGN Detection - STORE - FSH Registers 

As discussed previously, the SIGN generator, is a simple gate 

detecting the register "overflow" to be clear and the carry out of the 

adder to be in stage "1 ". 
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Figure (7-4) shows how this has been implemented, together with 

the final storage process in FSH, and the auxilliary STORE register. 

It has to be noted here that if STORE is empty (presetting f
0

) 

the transfer pulse is inhibited during the 11 pulses of cycle 2, hence, 

no transfer occurs to the J< register and the searches of the pO\'Ier of 2 

begin with the initial value of K. 

At this stage one can calculate the total processing time. As 

a Rotator pulse arrives the system starts the processing at the next 

clock pulse. 300 ns are required for transferring safely the content 

of the counter T into TSH, clearing the counter and presetting register K. 

Then 36 shift pulses follow as shO\m on the pattern of Figure (7-3). 

Each shift pulse is repeated after 600 ns. The total processing time 

will be 

T = 300 + 36 x 600 = 21,900 ns ~ 22 ~s • 

This processing time does not involve the read out, but the 

result is available 22 ~s after the rotator pulse has stopped the 

sampling. This time. although 1/3 of the minimum sampling intefval, 

and therefore very good, could be brought dmvn towar.ds 16 ~s if faster 

adders, with look-ahea.d carry-out components are used. But for this 

project the actual performance seems to be well enough. 
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7.6 General Registers and Adders 

Figure (7-5) shows the implementation of the different registers 

and adders discussed in section 7-2. It is a straightforward parallel 

subtraction, shift and transfer procedure. 

7.7 Decimal Read Out 

Although at such high rates of information, decimal read out 

would be unnecessary, a decimal display can be included, provided one 

takes readings at a reasonable frequency, separable by the human eye. 

For example, 10 readings per second seem to be the maximum that a human 

eye can perceive. Hence, decoding the binary read out can 

take 100 ms if needed. A simple binary count down and dec.imal up

counter will decode the result easily. 

Figure (7-6) shows a simple implementation of the read-out. 

Suppose a maximum of 130 rps has to be decoded, hence a count 

of 8191 has to be performed with the 10 MHz clock. The decoding will 

last a maximum of 0.82 ms. 

7.8 Error Analysis 

The erro:- on counting up to n will be expressed as 

1 e=n 

Therefore, the. maximum error due to counting \'d 11 be reached when n is 

small, hence 

e max 
1 

= --680 ~ 0.15% 

• 
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The minimum error due to cotmting is for n large~ hence for 

zero speed: 

- --1-- ~ 0 017~ emin - 6000 - • " • 
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However. to this basic error one has to add the precision of the 

clock. This error can be as low as possible hence, quartz crystal 

clocks are very stable nowadays. 

Unfortunately. the biasing speed has to remain strictly constant. 

As no existing apparatus can reach such a precision and resolution. it 

was found impossible to check the constancy of the speed. However, 

by including a large inertia into the drum of the rotator, one can 

expect smoothing out higher order transients in speed. and one can 

suppose that the basic driving frequency is stable enough. 

The present design thus presents quite an important lack for 

resolution purposes. The way the powers of 2 are searched, any nlli~ber 

resulting from the division by time, and of lower order than the 

resolution is ignored. Therefore 0.19 rd/s as well as 0.10 rd/s will 

be read as 0.1 rd/s only. 

Obviously~ this adds to the error since the biasing speed is 

measured with this method. However. one should bear in mind that the 

error introduced is always of the same magnitude and sense. It would be 

quite easy to round off the result by considering the remainder l':hich 

is present in the K register~ as is done as a standard procedure in 

any desk calculator or digital measuring display. 



7.9 Overall Performances 

. As a resume of the performances and main advantages. one can 

state the following points. 

- A resolution of 0.1 rd/s is obtained generally, but much 

better performance can be reached if wanted (say faster IC components, 

larger register sizes, etc.). 

- A precision always less than 0.2% in a wide range, from zero· 

to 7800 rpm is available for the digital processor part. 

us 

- A high rate of info11Jiation from 1600 samples/sec at zero speed 

up to 16,700 samples/sec meet most requirements; besides the sampling 

rate increases ~ith speed, which is advantageous. 

- Zero speed is detectable without quantization noise, with 

a fairly high rate of information (1600/sec) and maximum accuracy (0.02%). 

- Results are available directly in digital form almost 

instantaneously (22 ~s after sampling is completed), but this delay 

can be brought down considerably with more elaborate techniques. 

- The sampling time interval being very short (ranging from 

0.6 ms to 0.068 ms), the average speed reading obtained can be considered 

as instantaneous in all physical systems. 

- If the speed range is known. the biasing speed can be brought 

to the lower measured speed, so that maximum accuracy will be obtained 

at that level. 

The relatively simple implementation of the design allows a low 

cost instrument presenting a much wider range of performance than any 



other means known to the designer. Moreover, all the requirements of 

a fast transient control system are met, that is to say: 

- high resolution and precision, 

- high rate of information even at zero speed, 

- binarr result available almost instantly, 
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- sampling interval as small as possible to obtain instantaneous 

speed, 

- precision increases with low speeds, and rate of information 

increases with the speed, 

- zero speed detected with the best accuracy and with a fairly 

high rate of information, and 

the instrument should disturb as less as possible the actual 

measured system (low inertia- friction). 

7.10 Compared Performances with Existing Instruments 

It is rather difficult to compare two instruments, since too~ 

many factors are involved. Besides, the specific application to be 

used will really dictate whether or not it is appropriate to use one 

or the other. 

The main point to stress should be the physical reality. One 

has to trade off precision and accuracy for readiness of information. 

I can be compared with Pauli's exclusion principle. Astonishing 

accuracies can be obtained with an integrator type of tachometer, but 

the number of samples have to be in accordance. 
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One of the main features of the new proposal is to offer a very 

short sampling interval, a very fast processing of the result and hence 

providing a large number of readings per second. Almost instantaneous 

sampling is realized. Thus, the accuracy of the result is comparable 

with usual experimental errors,. say 1%. 

In conclusion, most of the difficulties encountered with the 

BBC controller arc suppressed beacuse of the very well suited perform~ce 

of this ~igital tachometer. 

Next we should show the simplifications introduced in the BBC 

by the completely digitalized information on speed. 



CHAPTER VIII 

FULLY DIGITALIZED CONTROLLER 

APPLICATIONS AND MODIFICATION OF THE TACHOMETER 

Although the theory of the true minimum-time controller was fully 

explored in Chapter IV, it was not realized practically because the speed 

information was not adequate. Therefore, a complicated filtering of the 

analogue information, the use of an A/D level converter and an analogue 

comparator were used.. Almost all of· the practical difficulties and 

malfunctions of the controller were caused by the analogue stage. 

However, the concept of the digital tachometer giving almost 

instantaneous measur·~ment of speed \'fill char~ge considerably the design 

and certainly improve it, although simplifying it • 
. 

In the following, the modifications introduced will be presented 

with the improvements obtained. 
.. 

Some other practical applications of the digital tachometer 

are reviewed and the possible extension to on~line parameter identifica-

tion in case of load 'll'ariations is proposed. 

8.1 Modifications Introduced for the B.B.C. 

In Chapter IV, section 4.4.1, the general principle of the control 

law is kept for the control scheme. The presett.able counter \dll still 

be used for the quantized position detector and measures the distance 

from the target. The "distance from t8rget logic" remains the same, and 

generates the logic levels S .• 
1 
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However, there is no need to use a 0/A level converter. The 

logic levels si have to generate digital control levels called here wi 

and correspond to the switching speeds defined in Figure (4-4). 
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As an example, the three level controller is taken here. The 

truth table from F:i.gure (8-la) defines perfectly the words Wi and their 

generation shown on Figure (8-lb) is straightforward. The corresponding 

word Wi is stored in a 9 digit shift register, the serial output having 

always the highest bit. 

As the tachometer provides a binary number, a parallel comparator 

could be used. How·~ver, the sequential logic seems to bring much 

better simplifications here. The tachometer gives serial output as well, 

and the serial output starts with the highest bit. Therefore, if the 

serial result calle(:, Si is coming out, the truth table of Figure (8-2b) 

shows the direct comparison possible. Figure (S-2b) presents a very 

simple circuit to realize the operation. One should note h01>1 much 

simpler and more reliable this circuit is, than the 0/ A converter. 

Once the comparison of the speed is obtained, the sa;11e circuitrt 

as that previously designed can be us cd. 

Figure (8-3) shot-Ts an overall block diagram of the complete 

controller which is no\\' entirelr. digital. 

8.2 ~provements and Expected Results 

Suppose the motor is at standstill, and the tachometer re~dy to 

work. Figure (S-4) shm>1s as an example, the real speed characteristic 

versus time, and the corresponding samples given by the tachometer. 
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Here, ve1y large accelerations take place, and therefore, 

although the sampling time of the tachometer is less than .5 ms, the 

average over that time interval differs with the real curve. 

However, it has to be noticed that the curve read by the 

tachometer is very close to the real one, and no other existing device 

could provide such an information. 
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Figure (8-5) is a blow up of the part of the same characteristic, 

around the first switching level for the 3 level controller, previously 

quoted. 

It has to be noticed at that point that if the level is set as 

precalculated, because of the very high acceleration and quantized 

samplings, the speed readings are always below the real curve. Therefore, 

the switching order is given only at a real speed of 25.3 rd/s instead 

of 24.5 rd/s. As the sense of the error is always knownp the Sl-litching 

level preset on the controller should be modified and decreased by a 

certain amotmt, sa:r 23.6 rd/s, hence the switching will occur at around 

24.3 rd/s which is very close to the theoretical switching level of the 

control law. 

The equiva}'.ent r.m.s. noise, due here to quantization noise 

primarily, would bE: less than 1%, which obviously cannot be reached 

with any other existing device associated with filtering. 

Hence, the modifications introduced in the B.B.C., making it 

fully digital, are above expectations. 

· First of all, the performances are much better (a 1% rms noise 

does not u;;e the checking loop as presented earlier, unless .load 

• 
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disturbance appears), however, on the other hand, the whole D/A 

conversion stage is suppressed and replaced by a very simple digital 

circuit.; much more reliable and easier to handle (for instance, it is 

not heat sensitive). 

8.3 Possible Applications 

Some applications of the B.B.C. have already been discussed. 

It is obviously much more efficient in its modified fully digital form. 

The tachometer built here has many other applications. 

8.3.1 Frequency Meter 

The tachometer can be used, for example, as a basic low

frequency meter, say in a range from 20 Hz to 1 KHz but obviously, if 

used in this manner, some modifications could enlarge considerably 

this range. It has to be noted that this range is around the standard 

60Hz used in power systems. 

As a main advantage, instead of measuring an average over a 

relatively long time as most of the frequency meters on the market do, 

an avera.ge frequency over a very short time interval is provided and 

the result available directly digitally. 

Unfortunately, due to the upper frequency limit of the counters 

and the register sizes used, only low frequencies can be measured, 

unless ac(!m.·acy and resolution are abandoned for speed of resolution 

and information rate. 
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8.3.2 Speed Controller 

In the case of a variable speed around a steady state (say, 

paper mills). the biasing speed £
0 

can be set at the lower limit of 

permissible speed drop. This procedure permits one to bias the system 

so that the relative speed is low. As seen, the accuracy is the best 

at zero speed. Hence, if the speed variation is small, say 10 rps 

maximum, one could design the tachometer to use the number sizes 

considered, but thf: resolution can be now 0.01 rd/s; even 0.001 rd/s 

if desired. 

If such a high resolution is desired for transients, it is 

advisable to push the clock frequency to extreme limits, say 20 MHz 
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or even 50 MHz. This wculd enable a precision of measurement compatible 

with the desired resolution. 

Obviously prices would increase conziderably for such a 

sophisticated design because of the cost of special components: 50 ~Hz 

I .c.'s for example, but such special performances should not be 

necessary in most practical applications. 

8.3.3 Transient Response Tachometer 

If the t'lhole range 0-7800 rpm is expected. this tachometer 

meets all the requirements of digital control system specifications: 

- Digital result (serial output and final output) 

- Information available vel"y fast after sampling 

- Very large number of informations per second 

- Rate of information increases with the speed to be measured. 



The only serious limitation would be with the biasing speed, 

however, a special clocked power st~ply could provide as accurate a 

speed as possibles since very limited load is used. 

8.3.4 Kinetic Energy Meter 

The speed, obtained digitally, can be squared very easily, and 

provides a number proportional to the kinetic energy of the shaft in 

rotation. In position control systems where heavy inertia is involved, 

like elevators, etc., this can be of great use. 

8.3.5 Tes~uip~ent and Digital Control 

Obviously the tachometer provides a fantastic test instrument. 
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Besides providing digital output, it enables direct connection with 

digital recording, digital controllers, or computer controlled 

processes. 

8.4 Proposed 1'-fodifications in the Tachometer 

8.4.1 

When examining on Figure {8-4) the theoretical speed characteristic 

and the samples given by the tachometer, one immediately notices the 

fact that in case of high acceleration rates the average speed read falls 

always below the real curve, by an amoWlt much larger than the tacho

meter's resolution. 

One could assume that during the sampling iuter\·al, always less 

than .6 mss the speed varies linearly with time. This is almost true 
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for any practical purpose, unless very small motors, with very low 

inertia are used, but in that case only position is of interest anyway. 

Hence, one can assume that each reading provided by the tacho-

meter is the average speed over the previous sampling interval. If the 

information provided by the tachometer at the kth sampling interval is 

11 d Fr h d 1 d Fe th d f h kth 1" ca e k' t e correcte rea spee k at e en o t e samp 1ng 

would be given by the recursive equation 

F~ = 2F~ - F~-l 

starting at F = 0. 
0 

(8-1) 

The same starting characteristic as depicted by Figure (8~4) is 

sampled, but samples are corrected with the above exposed scheme. 

The result of the sampling is shmm on Figure (8-6), and 

considering the scales which are rather expanded, an amazingly accurate 

discrete sampling is performed. However, due to the use of integral 

numbers, and mainly due to the accumulative error introduced by the 

equation (8-1), a fluctuation of the error appears. But one can 

immediately picture that the averaging process is self correcting and 

that the devia.tions due to cumulative errors are always brought back 

within a reasonab 1 e range. On overall basis a smoothing out of the 

curve obtained will lead to the true characteristic. 

8.4.2 

The implementation of the linear averaging correction is 

straightfO!'ward 11i th t.he present tachometer design. Figure (8-7) shm~s 
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the general block diagram of the implementation of equation (8-1). 

The register FSH receives as described, a 13-bit number which 

represents F~. This number is fed into the 13 highest bits of the 

input of the binary parallel adder, the lol'lest bit being at state "0" 

(realizing the mul tiplicatio~ by 2). 
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c A 13-bit register RES contains Fk_1 and its complementary output 

is fed into the 13 lowest bits of the second input of the adder, the 

highest being at s ta.te "1 ". Hence, the result on the adder, after 

about 200 ns appea:rs as the qu~&tity F~, which can be transferred into 

register RES and rt!presents the corrected speed sample after the kth 

sampling. The cost of the operation is vel)· low, only a 14-bi t parallel 

adder associated with a 13-bit memory which is useful anyway, for storing 

the information till the next sample arrives. 

The transfer pulse can be the pulse "END OF PROCESSING11 which 

is delayed already by the desired amount of time. 

8. 5 Tachometer fvtodificd as Accelerc.meter 

As discussed in section 7.5, the biasing speed can be preset 

using the tachometer itself. This is done by inhibiting the first 

transfer during cycle II of the processor. This scheme can be adapted 

to preset any speed as biasing speed. 

Suppose one needs only a speed band for speed regulation. hence 

the disc is 1·otated \·lith the lowest speed of the band to be studied, 

and this will become the biasing speed. Hence only differences with 

bias~ngyP.eeE. are read by the tachometer. 
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Moreover, the sampling rate for the accelerometer does not need 

to be as frequent as for the speed because any mechanical system cannot 

have any appreciable change in acceleration within 0.6 ms. Therefore, 

once the sampling rate is decided, every time a sampling·pulse arrives, 

the contents of the final register can be transferred into the awdlliary 

register as discussed previously. Hence, the tachometer reads the 

variation of speed since the last pulse. If the sampling period is 

known, the reading provides directly the average acceleration during 

this period. 

The advantage of this accelerometer over the existing ones is 

derived from the performance of the tachometer. The increase of speed 

registered does not represent the difference between two average speeds, 

but effectively the increase of instantaneous speeds. 

Unfortunately, a problem may be caused by the fact that it is 

very unlikely that an "acceleration pulse" will coincide with a 

"rotator pulse". This difficulty may be overcome if the sampling 

interval for the accelerometer is chosen sufficiently large, say 10 to 

100 ms, so that th'i~ influence of non-coincidence becomes negligible. 

It may be added however, that even this represents a considerable 

improvement over existing accelerometers. 

8.6 Case of Slowly Variable, Unkno"m Mechanica.l I.oads 

In the case of the pe1~anentic motor starting with a certain 

load, ·it has been shown that equations (3-21) are a good representation 

in phase plane of the trajectory. This trajectory during accelerC~tion, 

• 
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has been shmm dependent only on three auxilliary parameters, (a, J.l, Of), 

obviously depending themselves on the three mechanical parameters. But 

the knowledge of these three auxil~iary parameters is sufficient to 

reproduce the starting trajectory in phase plane. 

On the oth,::lr hand, the equation of the switching predictor for 

reverse voltage braking has been described by equation (3-29). The 

angle ebrake is a function of A2, B2 and s1• 

As shown by the equations (3-24-1) and (3-24-2) A2 and B2 are 

functions of a, J.l and the load parameters (a, b, J), as well as n 'tch• 
sw~ 

The following will attempt to find a closed-form solution, as 

accurate as possible, relating Az and B2 only to the auxilliary 

parameters (a, J.l, Qf) and n 't h .• 
SWl. C 

From the d,eterminant of the system (3-15) given by equation 

(3-16), one can immediately write the poles as: 

sl + 52 = 

51 X 5 2 = 

From (8-2) and (8-3) 

R 
-. 'L-

aR + 
JL 

a 
J 

K2 

-aL + RJ 

aR + K
2 

Let vs call the inverses of the time constants 5
1 

and 5 2, X and Y 

respectively. 

(8-2) 

(8-3) 

If one supposes that additive armature resistance is not added to 

2 the circuit, the value of R is very close to the value of K , hence, from 

equations (8-3) and (8-4) 



"' -aL J 
X + Y - (a+l) R - a+l (8-5) 

"' J L XY --x-a+l R 
(8-6) 

Usually ls
1
1 << ls21 because of the differences in the mechanical and 

electrical time constants. Hence, 

But practically 

Let 

X» y 

_!__ » aL 
a+l (a+l)R 

J 
X= -- (1-E) a+l with E « 1 

From equation (8-6) one obtains a first order approximate 

y = -L/R ~ - RL (l+E) 
1-E 

Combined with (8-5) 

~ L ~L L 
X+Y = a+l(l-E) - R (l+E) = (a+l)R- a+l 

and 

(8-7) 

(8-8) 

(8-9) 
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"' 1 E -JR (8-10) 
r- (a+l) 

An exact representation of a and ~ versus the load parameters 

(a, J) is shown on Figure (8-8). The load parameters are varied in a 

wide range far above usual practical applications. 

JR r has a value of 15 at the minimum and increases proportionally 

with J. The quantity a+l is 1.01 at the minimum and 1.1 at the maximum. 

Hence, 
"' L E -JR . (8-11) 
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The approximate values of the time parameters are given now 

by equations (8-7) and (8-5) as 

"'a+l 
51- L 

--J R 

(8-12) 

(8-13) 

However, a comparison with the curves from Figure (8-9) shows 

that a good approximation can still be obtained by reducing equation 

(8-12) to 

a+ I 
51=- J 

Back to equation (3-24-2), B2 can be expressed as a linear 

function of n sw 

with 

an + B 
SW 

(A2 does not depend on n as shol'ln by equation (3-24-1)). 
· SW 

Hence, from (8-2) one can write immediately 

R 
L-a 

a = 
J.1 - a 

From equations (3-24-1) and (3-19-1) 

(8-12') 

(8-14) 

(8-15) 

?( _.!!!..__' =- - 2 ~ (8-16) 
aR+K 

e 
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which can be finally simplified into 

(8-17) 

Hence, A2 is expressed as a function of the auxilliary variables as 

(S-17') 

Likewise the quantity b/J can be \v-ritten as 

b b (LaJ.!R) bLcrJ.!R 
J = J X ( WJ.! R) = 2 

(aR+K ) R 
(8-18) 

and from (3-19-1) 

bR KU 
2 = --i - 0 f 

aR+K aR+K 
(8-19) 

Combining equations (8-18) and {8-19) from (8-14) one can derive easily 

. r La ,~ _ •l 
B .. ().1-a) LnlR - 1) -(· LaJ.! (8-20) 

It has been demonstrated here that once_ the auxilliary parameters 

a, ll, Of are defined, the switching predictor can be calculated directly 

using the given sequence 

Hence 

a by equation (8-15) 

A
2 

by equation (8-17') 

B by equation (8-20) 

aQ +0 
S'Vl ..., 

~(Q ) = ---:--
sw -~ 

can be sampled and eb k (<P) is calculated by equation (3-31). ra e 



8.7 On-line Parameter Estimation - Computer Control 

The control of variable unknown loads is a very sophisticated 

problem. In the case of slowly varying loads (that means that the 

load does not vary within control time), the digital tachometer provides 

a means to reach a good minimum-time control without requiring a time 

consuming complicated learning-process. 

Since a digital computer is used anyway, the only information 

required will be the sampling time T given by the "Rotator". The 

computer will read the time T and hence will perform the calculation 

of the speed estimate muCh faster and with more accuracy than the 

tachometer's processor. 

Hence, an on-line identification of the parameters (o, ~. Of) 

can be performed as a lot of samples of the curve are available. 

Besides, the range of variations for the load are fairly limited, 

therefore convergence for the optimization of the estimates should be 

fairly fast. 

Every time the computer can compare the actual speed with the 

predicted switching level calculated as presented in section 8.6. 

Figure (8-9) gives a block diagram of the general controller 

using a digital computer for parameter estimation, evaluation of the 

predictor, and switching decision. 

It has to be noted that the computer registers could be used 

directly for counting the time TJ and a clock of much higher frequency 

could then be used. 

• 
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FIGURE 8- 9 : Computer mJ.m.mum time control 
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To illustrate the capability of sampling a curve with the 

11Rotator" pulse only and letting the computer define the estimate of 

the speed, an oscillatory speed around a steady-state is sampled. 

A very stringent case is considered with a sinusoidal speed 

of SO Hz frequency and an amplitude of 10 rd/s, around a speed of 

10 rd/s. 
. ·:::. 

A 20 MHz clock is used to sample the curves, and the result 

is given by Figure (8-10). It has to be noticed how well the curve 

is defined, presenting a ripple only in the sudden changes of slope. 

However, the higher the speed, the smoother the result will be, since 

the sampling rate increases considerably. 

8_.8 Comparisons of Results l'lhen Sampling Curves 

The very stringent condition of the previous sinusoidal speed 

is studied now. Figure (8-11) shm"s the characteristics obtained as 

the sampling proceeds. In the first case, the tachometer without 
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corrected averaging is used. One can immediately see that the registered 

curve is a true replica, without too much of a ripple, however, a time 

lag exists between the true characteristic and the resulting one. The 

next case studies the performance of the corrected algorithM. It has 

to be noted here, that a ripple appears, although the mean value of the 

error 1s found to be zero. This ripple comes mainly from the limited 

size of numbers used. In the case of the computer performing the 

algorithm and allowing a 20 MHz clock, the error can be shown to be 

much less. 
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In conclt$ion one could state that both corrected and non

corrected algorithns can be found to be very useful. 

In the cas,3 of parameter identification, the corrected version 

seems to be of better use. Hmv-ever, rapid acceleration transients 

could result in ripples ~1hich have to be smoothed out. 

In the case of a rapid digital control, if the time lag is 

known, for example with the BBC, a modification of the switching 

threshold is obvious. If this cannot be done, then the corrected 

version has to be used. 
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QIAPTER IX 

SU!>1MARY 

Most of the control system applications have somewhere a 

position control,· even if in only a minor loop. This very important 

control problem has been solved in many ways, however, the approach 

was always more or less empirical. Besides, the minimum-time problem 

has never had a closed-form solution that is very useful in practice. 

In this work, the permanent magnet d.c. motor has been shown 

to be very well suited for the minimum-time position control, 

especially when very high acceleTation rates and torques are involved. 

An approximate closed-form solution of the minimum-time 

switching characteristics has been presented and allows the calculation 

of the switching instant very easily at any moment along the trajectory. 

However, the increa..c;c of digital control has directed the search 

towards a digitalized controller. The quantization of the switching 

predictor has led to a function, somewhat similar to a true stepper. 

An original design, realizing a bang-bang controller has been 

developed and tested. The obje·ctiva of the design was to realize an 

easy, cheap system realizing very constringent conditions. 

Electrical braking is found to apply very high decelerations, 

therefore, the control crc.le is very short, within 100 ms generally. 

'fhe simple implementation and realization of the bang-bang 

ccmtrollcr has led to a serles of discussions and a major difficulty 
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bas been pointed out. There is no actual device which can provide 

sufficiently accurate informations about the instantaneous velocity 

of a rotating shaft. Analogue instrwnents have noise components in 

the fr~quency range to be measured, hence unfiltrahle, unless the 

initial signal be iegraded. 

Digital instrumentation, although noise free, does not provide 

instantaneous speeds, and moreover, zero speed cannot be detected 

because of quantization noise. In any case, the rate of informations 

are far too slow fo,r the purpose of fast speed transients. 

Therefore a new line of research had to be investigated, and 

a digital instrument, based on an entirely new concept has been 

developed. This digital tachometer, although relatively inexpensive 

and simple, meets all the requirements of control systems. The 

sampling time is reduced to less than 600 ~s, hence the speed reading 

can be considered instantaneous for mechanical loads. Besides the 

rate of information is all~>'ays between 1600 and 14,000 samples/sec, 

w~th a very accurate zero detection. A resolution of .1 rd/s and 

precision of less than .2% add to the quality of this instrument. 

With this new tachometer the bang-bang controller becomes fully 

digital, with noise free signals, and enables it to function exactly 

according to the theoretical control law. 

The effective control differs f:t~om the optimum by only a few 

milliseconds, and the cycle of the trajectory is very near from the 

rect~~gular response. 

• 
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Many applications can be found for such a position controller, 

and some l'lere discussed more thoroughly, but it has to be pointed out 

that the development of the new digital tachometer opens up l'lide areas 

of research where the lack of velocity informations inhibit the work. 

Very fast transients can be studied, allowing direct computer 

control, since digital informations are provided. Optimum control 

loops with on-line parameter identifications are possible now, and 

avoid very complicated learning procedures. 

Hopefully,, the development of such a new instrument will 

direct further research in computer control of rotating shafts, 

especially when load variations or unknO\m loads are present, a problem 

which had no practical solution up until noli. 
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APPENDIX A 

A SCHMIDT-TRIGGER FOR DRIVING STANDARD I-C PACKAGES 

Because of the low input impedance associated with integrated

circuit packages it is difficult to cascade these with normal transistor

ized Schmidt-triggers without affecting the sharpness of the trailing 

edge of the pulse. ~breover, the transistor switching is too slow if 

the information is fed into a clock, the standard requirement being a 

rise-time smaller than 3 microseconds. 

The following scheme, using integrated-circuit inverters, solves 

the problem of switching-time and presents the advantage of requiring a 

single 5-volt source, and also provides a very clean pulse sharp at both 

edges. Figure API shm-1s the circuit used. The ratio r
1

tR
0 

determines 

the hysteresis levels and Ro should be less than 1. SK in order to match 

the input impedance of the inverter II. 

the operation of the circuit will now be.explained. Suppose that 

v is zero or negative. The output of 11 is then forced to be the state 

"1" and the output of I2 is the state "0". Hence, the vo 1 ta.ge at B is 

0 volts, maintaining stable equilibrium. As long as the voltage at A 

is below 0•175 V (the switching thesho1d of the IC package), stable 

equilibrium is maintained. If v rises so that the voltage at A reaches 

the threshold value, the output of Il decreases, causing the voltage at 

B to rise, which in turn, forces the voltage at A to increase rapidly due 

to the posi tivc feedback. The net·T equi libri t!m point is reached l.ri thin 
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50 to 100 nanoseconds with the voltage at B equal to +4V, and a stable 

equilibrium is maintained. In order to switcl1 Il again, the voltage at 

A has to drop below another level. This will cause the output of Il to 

increase, forcing the output of I2 to zero realizing another positive 

feedback. This double feedback characteristic is one of the main features 

of this circuit. 

The inverter I3 is used here only to smooth out the "high" and 

"low" final levels and also serves to isolate the output impedance-wise. 

The main advantages of the cil·cuit are the follol~ing: 

i) It is very e~:onomical. For example, one IC7404 package provides 2 

Schmidt triggers costing less tha.'l $2.00. 

ii) The s;qi tching time is very small, between 50 to 100 nanoseconds. 

iii) Its output can be connected directly to IC digital logic components. 

iv) It requires a single 5-volt supply. 

The main drawbacks are the following: 

i) As with a normal transistorized Schmidt trigger, the calcul&tions 

for the Sl~itching levels are complicated and one required the 

switching characteristics of the inverters as well as their input 

impedances. 

ii) An isolating stage has to be used for the input voltage w1less the 

voltage source has negligible inte1nal impedance. 

Figure AP2 px~poses an isolating stage to detect a variable 

resistor, like a photodiode, contaminated with noise. The hysteresis of 

the Sch.w.idt tl'igger allows precise threshold detection. 
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